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“It may be a privilege to see history in the making, but we have a
feeling that it is being overdone at the present time”
– Hampstead Air Raid Precautions Warden’s Bulletin, August 1940
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THE BURNING BLUE

ABOUT THIS BOOK
This book contains five scenarios for playing THE BURNING
BLUE along with a brief introductory scenario and preprepared ‘quick start’ scenarios.
In addition, the book contains various supporting player aids,
such as the Duxford Wing Tables and the Luftwaffe Orders of
Battle. Several examples of play are detailed at the back.
Finally, this book is packed with designer’s notes and historical
essays. In addition to the opening history chapter, boxed
‘Battle of Britain Notes’ scattered through the text explain
some of the technical and tactical secrets of the battle.

H O W D O I G E T S TA RT E D ?
There are several different ways to get started playing THE
BURNING BLUE.
If you are unfamiliar with the Battle of Britain, start reading
the history chapter of this book. It will aid your understanding
of the game.

work a mechanism for the early detection of raids was vital.
This would give fighters enough time to intercept.
As the threat of war with Nazi Germany increased, Royal
Air Force Fighter Command backed development of a new
air defence system. Many government and scientific figures
contributed, but the energy and industry of Air Chief Marshal
Sir Hugh Dowding bound the project together. The result,
‘The Dowding System’, was a vast enterprise, comprising new
technologies and a massive infrastructure.

The Dowding System
The keystone of the Dowding system was radar, code-named
‘Radio Direction Finding’ (RDF). The British had been late
in the race to develop radar but had managed to build a
working, if crude, radar network. The towers of RDF ‘Chain
Home’ stations lined the coast, watching out to sea. They
were supplemented by ‘Chain Home Low’—a coastal defence
radar pressed into service to detect low-flying aircraft.

If you like to jump right in, try playing the introductory
scenario in this book. On completing that, read the main
rules and try your hand at Scenario 1 of the full game.
If you have read the rules and feel that you are ready to play,
ease your way into the game with scenario 1 before trying
anything bigger. Playing the scenarios in order: 1, 2, 3, etc.,
is a great way to ‘ramp up’ the length and complexity of the
game. Excluding planning, Scenario 1 should play in under
an hour; Scenario 3 in about 4-5 hours.
DESIGN NOTE: The Battle of Britain was the first independent
air campaign of its kind, so both sides had little experience of how
to fight it. Following the scenario progression allows players to
climb the same ‘learning curve’ as their historical predecessors.
If you want to dive into the full game but are intimidated by
the preparation, there are two Quick Start scenarios in this
book. These are actual historical Luftwaffe raids, pre-planned
and ready-plotted so that no Luftwaffe preparation is needed.
Anyone intending to play these as the RAF is asked not to look
at the scenarios.

H I S TO RY
The Bomber Always Gets Through
In the 1930s air war theorists predicted a revolution in
warfare. They claimed that fleets of bombers would be able
to penetrate a nation’s airspace at will and pound its military,
industry and cities until it surrendered. The fear of air
assault was memorably expressed as ‘the bomber will always
get through’. This assumed that the bombers could not be
stopped and that they would obliterate their targets with ease.
The Battle of Britain, the first real test of strategic bombing
theory, would cast doubt on these assumptions.
The notion that the bomber would always get through was
widely accepted. In the ‘30s fighters were slow, with low rates of
climb. By the time a raid was detected and fighters scrambled
to their interception height, a raid would have bombed its
target and departed. Standing air patrols were impractical as
they would rapidly wear down an air force. For air defence to

ILLUSTRATION: A Chain Home radar station.
Behind the radar chain there was the Observer Corps.
Volunteer observers at posts gridding the countryside tracked
raids with optical instruments and assessed their numbers and
height. While the observers were effective in fine weather,
cloud forced them to rely on sound location of aircraft
engines.
RDF and Observers fed their news by telephone to filter
rooms that would sort the information. The ‘air picture’
from the filter rooms was displayed to fighter controllers on
a large map of England—the plotting board—using counters
and wooden blocks. Women’s Auxiliaries kept the plotting
board updated. It took 5-6 minutes for information to flow
from RDF and Observers to the board, so a controller was
always behind on events. RAF squadrons could be tracked by
triangulating on aircraft radio signals, so controllers could see
where both RAF and enemy aircraft were (see page 30).
RAF Fighter Command divided Britain into defensive zones
called ‘Fighter Groups’. 12 Group, commanded by Air ViceMarshal Trafford Leigh-Mallory and covering the industrial
Midlands, had been expected to take the brunt of a Luftwaffe
attack. But when France fell and the Luftwaffe shifted its bases
to the English Channel, Air Vice-Marshal Keith Park’s 11
Group, defending London, became the front line. The north
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of England and Scotland was covered by Air Vice Marshal
Richard Saul’s 13 Group, while the west was defended by Air
Vice-Marshal Sir Quintin Brand’s 10 Group.
ILLUSTRATION:
The RAF Groups
and the German
Luftflotten.
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a Hurricane squadron to 20,000 ft, in which time a raid could
fly from Beachy Head to Kenley and drop its bombs.
When raids began to fly across the English Channel,
assessments of numbers and height were given as follows:
“Strength forty-plus, Angels one four”. (Translation: forty or
more aircraft at height 14,000 feet.) Controllers scrambled
squadrons into the air and ordered them to patrol particular
landmarks (“Orbit Maidstone, Angels one six”) or gave them
a ‘vector’, or compass direction, that would intersect with the
raid (“Vector one three zero, Angels two zero”).
Squadrons were assigned to orbit airfields as protection while
others were vectored toward raids. RDF and observers tracked
the raid as it progressed. Controllers controlled squadrons
until the moment they spotted (‘tallied’) the enemy, at which
point the squadron leader would call “Tally Ho!” on the radio
and take command, picking a target and leading the attack.
An altitude advantage over the enemy was desirable as it
increased the chance of surprise, maybe with a rapid dive out
of the sun. But often squadrons would barely make enough
altitude, which left them vulnerable to the bombers’ top
cover fighter escort.

Fighter Command Headquarters at Stanmore disseminated
the air picture out to the Group Headquarters. Group
commanders assessed the picture and ordered squadrons
to take off (a ‘scramble’). General instructions were issued
to the next level in the chain of command: the sectors. Each
sector comprised a main airfield, plus one or two ‘satellite’
airfields where fighters could be dispersed. At the sector
airfield there was an operations room (or ‘Ops’) with its own
plotting board. A fighter control officer directed the sector’s
squadrons to intercept enemy raids.

Battles were over in moments, with maybe an aircraft or two
shot down and a few more damaged. Bomber formations
might be broken up or split, with wounded ‘stragglers’ falling
away from the safety of the formation. Attacking fighters
would scatter across the sky, at which point the squadron,
straggling in ones and twos, would ‘pancake’ or head back to
their base to be rearmed and refuelled.

Fighter squadrons were equipped with modern monoplane
fighters like the Spitfire and Hurricane, which were faster
and had a better rate of climb than their biplane forebears.
Though squadrons had an establishment strength of 18
fighters and 24 pilots only 12 aircraft flew at a time, with the
remainder kept in reserve. Aircraft were equipped with High
Frequency (HF) radio-telephones (R/T) to keep in contact
with the sector fighter controller. The short 40-mile range of
R/T would have tied the fighters to their bases if there hadn’t
been a system of radio relays to extend the controllers’ reach.
Squadrons should have been equipped with superior longranged VHF radios by the beginning of the Battle of Britain
but there were problems with the supply of sets.

Fighter squadrons were fed into the battle singly, but late in
the battle attention was given to gathering squadrons into
‘wings’ of two or more squadrons to gain the advantage of
numbers. However, large wings were unwieldy and 12 Group’s
‘Big Wing’ of 4-5 squadrons saw mixed success.

Defending a Raid
Due to the long reach of the Chain Home radar, Luftwaffe
raids were detected forming up over their airfields. Form
up took around twenty minutes and did not always indicate
a raid was imminent, so to preserve aircraft and pilots RAF
squadrons were often held on the ground until a raid had
set course for England. Squadrons were kept ‘Ready’, so they
could take off in five minutes, or rested in an ‘Available’ state,
able to be ready in 15 to 30 minutes.
Controllers did not scramble all squadrons at once. They
were cautious because a raid might turn out to be a feint or
a fighter sweep. However, caution competed with time, which
was of the essence. It took over a quarter of an hour to climb

Attacks by fighters might break up a raid enough to force the
bombers to turn back, or jettison their bombs well short of
the target. Either result was a victory for the RAF.

As the battle wore on and attrition began to bite the RAF, its
squadron reserve stood it in good stead. Squadrons could put
up full strength against most raids, but when they were rotated
out of the line to rest, the replacement squadrons were often
inexperienced in front-line combat. Some of these ‘green’
squadrons were savaged and had to be withdrawn. To better
manage manpower, Dowding began a ‘stabilization plan’ that
organized squadrons into categories. Front line ‘Category A’
squadrons, mostly in 11 Group, would stay where they were
and pilots would be rotated in to keep them at strength.
Reserve ‘Category B’ and ‘C’ squadrons in other Groups were
stripped of combat-ready pilots to maintain the front line.

The Luftwaffe
In May-June 1940 a successful invasion of France, Belgium
and Holland had brought a victorious Luftwaffe to the
shores of the English Channel and the North Sea. Luftwaffe
forces were divided into air fleets or ‘Luftflotten’. Luftflotte
3, commanded by Generalfeldmarschall Hugo Sperrle, was
based in Normandy and the west, while Generalfeldmarschall
Albert Kesselring’s Luftflotte 2 massed its strength near the
Pas de Calais. A third air fleet, Generaloberst Hans-Jürgen
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Stumpff’s Luftflotte 5, was based in Norway, with targets in
the north of England and Scotland, but their involvement in
the Battle of Britain was brief and disastrous (see page 14).
The primary weapon of the Luftwaffe was the medium
bomber—the Do17, Ju88 and He111. Bombers, flying in
tight defensive Gruppe formations, would form up into raids
at around 10,000 to 18,000 feet over France. They would wait
for their fighter escort before striking out for England.
The Germans operated two types of fighter: the Me109
single-seater and the Me110 two-seater. The Me110 was a twinengined heavy fighter, intended as the hammer of the fighter
arm. The Battle of Britain soon revealed it to be unsuited for
daylight combat (see page 20), so the bulk of the air-to-air
fighting fell on the superb Me109, whose performance was
similar to that of the Spitfire.
The fighter pilots preferred to sweep ahead of the bombers
on Freie Jagd or ‘Free Hunts’, searching out RAF fighters.
However, much of the fighter force was employed as escort
to protect the bombers. Close escorts stayed near the slowlymoving bombers, sacrificing speed and manoeuvrability. Top
cover escort flew well above the bombers or off to the side,
ready to intercept any attacking fighters.
At this stage of the war air navigation was still primitive enough
that bombing raids could easily get lost or fail to find their
targets. Also bombing was far less accurate than had been
advertised by the theorists. Most German bombers found it
difficult to hit even factory-sized targets from 10-18,000 feet.
Dive bombing was far more precise, but the Ju87 Stuka’s
vulnerability to RAF fighters caused it to be withdrawn from
the battle. Low-level attacks were also accurate, but only a few
units were trained in this difficult mission.
As the raids against England ranged further inland, fighter
endurance became an increasing problem. Raids on London
were at the limit of what the Me109 could endure before it
had to break off home due to lack of fuel. Some fighters failed
to return because they had stayed too long.
Unlike British squadrons, German Gruppen had no reserve
complement. Generally, a Gruppe would put up whatever
aircraft it could. So though the nominal strength of a Gruppe
was 40 aircraft, in practice it would fly between 25 and 30. As
casualties mounted, Gruppe strength waned.
Eventually, the Luftwaffe attack ran out of steam. In the
final phases of the battle most of the daylight bombing was
conducted by Me109 and Me110 fighters adapted with bomb
racks. These fighter-bombers, or Jabos, would race in at high
altitude before dive-bombing their targets. However, the
lightly-armed Jabos were able to do little more than harass
the British.

Time Line

PHASE 2: 12 AUGUST – 18 AUGUST 1940
‘Eagle Day’ or ‘Adler Tag’. The opening days of the campaign
against mainland Britain, with major attacks on ports, RDF
stations and forward airfields. The period of heaviest fighting.
At the end of this phase the Ju87s are withdrawn from the
fighting and the Me109s are concentrated in Luftflotte 2.
PHASE 3: 19 AUGUST – 6 SEPTEMBER 1940
The Battle of the Airfields. Ranging further inland, the
Luftwaffe mercilessly pounds the sector airfields in 11 Group.
In the battle of attrition casualties start to mount on both
sides. Fighter Command’s efficiency is hurt.
PHASE 4: 7 SEPTEMBER – 30 SEPTEMBER 1940
The Battle of London. The Luftwaffe switches its strategy
to attacks on London. Massive raids are launched to flatten
docks and railways. 12 Group’s ‘Balbo’ finally gets into action.
Realising the RAF is undefeated, the Luftwaffe ends medium
bomber raids by day and now prefers to Blitz by night.
PHASE 5: 1 OCTOBER – 31 OCTOBER 1940 AND BEYOND
The fighter-bomber raids. The Luftwaffe begins to use Jabos
on fast hit-and-run raids. The Italian air force briefly joins the
battle. The RAF declares victory on 31 October, but daylight
raids continue until they peter out in early 1941.
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I N T R O D U C T O RY S C E N A R I O :
SQUARE LEG
This scenario uses a handful of rules but introduces players to
some basic concepts found in the game such as raid plotting
and squadron vectoring.
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DESIGN NOTE: The counters represent a section of Spitfires
scrambled from the forward airfield at Hawkinge and a lone
He111 photo-reconnaissance aircraft of 3./(F)122, the longrange reconnaissance Gruppe based at Eindhoven, Holland.
Place the hostile raid counter on the map in hex 2742. Place
the Spitfire counter on Hawkinge airfield (hex 1834).
LUFTWAFFE PLAN
The Luftwaffe player secretly chooses one of these target
hexes:
Target
West Malling
Tilbury
Chatham
North Weald
Debden
Hornchurch

Hex
airfield
port
port
airfield
airfield
airfield

Referring to rule 9.2.2 the Luftwaffe player then, on a copy
of the planning map, plots a course from the raid counter’s
starting hex to his selected target. Plot only the course to the
target (do not bother with the return legs). Do not plot more
than two waypoints between the start hex and the target.
START PLAY
Now start play. The game is divided into game turns. In each
game turn the RAF player first moves his Spitfire counter,
then the Luftwaffe player moves his raid counter. After both
players have moved, check to see if the game has ended. If
not, play another turn. Keep playing until the game ends and
then assess victory. The sequence of play is as follows:

Background

(1) RAF Moves

During the Battle of Britain, the Luftwaffe maintained a
constant demand for reconnaissance photographs of targets,
to gather intelligence and assess bomb damage. Early each
morning and late each day reconnaissance aircraft, some at
high altitude and others dodging through clouds, would try
to penetrate the RAF’s air defences to take pictures.

(2) Luftwaffe Moves

This scenario depicts one such typical reconnaissance raid.
It has been detected by radar and is being intercepted by a
section of Spitfires operating under ground control.

How to Play
The game requires two players: an RAF and Luftwaffe player.
The players follow these instructions, in order:
READ RULES
Read the following rule sections: 8; 8.1-8.1.3; 9.2.2; 9.3.3.
PREPARE GAME PIECES
Take out a copy of the Luftwaffe planning map. Take out a
hostile raid counter and a Spitfire flight counter like so:

2027
2327
2129
2725
3126
2426

(3) Check if Game Has Ended
Move the counters according to rules 8 and 8.1-8.1.3. The
Spitfire moves like a fighter and may move any number of MP
up to 4. Ignore the reference in 8.1.3 to orders and tasking.
There is no climbing or diving.
The raid counter moves as described in rule 9.3.3 by following
its plotted course (ignore the references to tasking). It moves
3 MP each turn like a bomber. It must stop moving on
reaching its target hex.
Only after BOTH players have moved, check to see if the
game ends. If the Spitfire is in the same hex as the raid, OR
the raid is in the same hex as its target, the game ends. If the
game ends, assess victory. If it has not ended, play another
game turn.
If the Luftwaffe raid occupies its target hex, it is a Luftwaffe
victory. If within three hexes of its target hex the result is a
draw. If the result is not a Luftwaffe victory or a draw, the RAF
shot down the raider and it is an RAF victory.
DESIGN NOTE: This scenario assumes the raider is using the
benefit of cloud to avoid detection, which is why the Spitfire must
move into the raid’s hex.

The Spitfire counter is a fighter unit and the raid counter is
a bomber unit.
© GMT Games LLC, 2006
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SCENARIO 1:
O P E N I N G B AT

Scenario Balance
This scenario is difficult for the RAF to win, so any Draw result
(i.e., where the Luftwaffe cannot achieve a clear victory)
should be considered a moral victory for the RAF player.

E a r l y Wa r n i n g
In the RAF Set-Up Phase, check the total strength of form-up
counters on the map to determine the maximum number of
ready squadrons that set up in the air:
Strength

Squadrons
Early
Late

0+
10+ to 40+
50+ to 60+
70+ to 80+
90+ to 110+
120+ or more

Background
What General Weygand called the Battle of France is over. I expect
that the Battle of Britain is about to begin.
–Winston Churchill, 18 June 1940
Reichsmarschall Hermann Göring’s Luftwaffe was having a
good war. It had pounded the Poles, Belgians and Dutch,
then subdued the French and their RAF allies in support of a
lightning Army advance across Europe. Though it had taken
more casualties than expected, it was on a roll.
A plan for the invasion of Britain, codenamed Seelöwe (Sea
Lion) was being drawn up, but Göring believed that his
bomber and fighter pilots could defeat ‘The Tommies’
on their own. Morale was high and Generaloberst Hans
Jeschonnek, the service’s Chief of Staff, predicted that the
Luftwaffe would conquer England in a matter of weeks.
Göring directed the Luftwaffe to prepare for the main
offensive. It would begin by trying to draw up and destroy
the RAF. It would also besiege Britain by launching attacks on
ports and convoy shipping in the English Channel, cutting its
overseas supply line. This ‘Channel Battle’ or Kanalkampf was
designed to probe the air defence for weaknesses.
Compared to the later stages of the battle, the initial raids were
small. Dive-bombers in Gruppe strength were dispatched to
attack convoys hugging the English coast. The narrows at the
Straits of Dover allowed the least warning of an attack. Soon,
the area around Dover became known as ‘Hellfire Corner’
and journalists—many American—would gather on the chalk
cliffs to watch the daily dogfights.

0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5

0
0
0
1
1
2

Early units set up in orbit at Angels 10 over their own airfield
or in a convoy hex (no more than one unit over a convoy).
They must set up within radio range. All Early RAF units have
used 6 game turns of endurance (0h30) at the start of play.
Late units set up at Angels 8 within two hexes of their own
airfield (or forward airfield). All Late RAF units have used 2
game turns of endurance (0h10) at the start of play.

Special Rules
(a) If the Luftwaffe raid’s target is a convoy, the Luftwaffe
player places a Convoy counter in the target hex in the
Luftwaffe Set-Up Phase. If the target is not a convoy, they
must place a Convoy counter in any one of the following
hexes: 0702, 0704, 0810, 0713, 0814, 1017, 1635, 1737,
1837, 1937, 2237, 2334, 2735.
(b) There are no bad weather sectors in this scenario. The
roll for bad weather sectors is always 0. Ignore all Weather
Change random events.
(c) Do not roll for navigation. Luftwaffe units are never
Lost.
(d) There are no alternate targets in this scenario. A raid will
always attack its target as it cannot be diverted by foul
weather or navigation results.
(e) The Luftwaffe player may assign close escort tasks to
Me110 units only.
(f) RAF units may not form wings.

RAF Response Level: 3

(g) At set-up, after rolling for readiness, the RAF player
assigns two squadrons to forward airfields [18.1.2]. Take
the squadrons from Biggin Hill, Kenley, North Weald
or Hornchurch sectors (no more than one from any
sector). Squadrons from Biggin Hill or Kenley sectors
must be assigned to Lympne or Hawkinge (one per
airfield). Squadrons from North Weald or Hornchurch
sector must be assigned to Manston (no more than one
squadron may be assigned here). They start at their
forward airfield.

RAF Raid Matching: 1

(h) Debden Sector is in 12 Group [4.3.2].

Both sides skirmished and took the measure of each other.
Meanwhile the Luftwaffe prepared for its big offensive on the
British mainland, code named ‘Eagle Day’.

Scenario Details
Dates: 10 July-11 August 1940.
Channel Patrol Level: Low.
Luftflotten: Luftflotte 3/2 units are only used in Luftflotte 3.

Dummy Form Ups: 1 x 1g counter.
© GMT Games LLC, 2006
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Scenario 1 RAF Order of Battle
Squadrons are listed as Squadron (Aircraft Type) assigned airfield. The status column notes whether the unit flies in vics (Vc),
is Green (Gr) or uses HF or VHF radio.
Grp
10

10

11

11

11

11

11

11

12

12

Status
Filton Sector (Satellite: Exeter)

Readiness Die Roll
1-2

3-4

5

6

87 (Hurricane)

Exeter

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Avail

213 (Hurricane)

Exeter

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

Middle Wallop Sector (Satellites: Warmwell, Boscombe Down)
609 West Riding (Spitfire)

Middle Wallop

HF

Avail

Avail

Ready

Ready

152 Hyderabad (Spitfire)

Warmwell

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

238 (Hurricane)

Middle Wallop

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

501 County of Gloucester (Hurricane)

Middle Wallop

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Avail

Avail

43 (Hurricane)

Tangmere

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Ready

601 County of London (Hurricane)

Tangmere

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

145 (Hurricane)

Tangmere

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Avail

Tangmere Sector (Satellite: Westhampnett)

Northolt Sector (Satellite: Hendon)
1 (Hurricane)

Northolt

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

257 Burma (Hurricane)

Northolt

Vc, Gr, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Avail

Kenley Sector (Satellite: Croydon)
615 County of Surrey (Hurricane)

Kenley

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

64 (Spitfire)

Kenley

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

111 (Hurricane)

Croydon

HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

Hornchurch Sector (Satellite: Rochford)
54 (Spitfire)

Rochford

HF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

65 (Spitfire)

Hornchurch

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Avail

74 Tiger (Spitfire)

Hornchurch

HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Avail

56 (Hurricane)

North Weald

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

151 (Hurricane)

North Weald

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

North Weald Sector (Satellite: Stapleford)

Biggin Hill Sector (Satellites: Gravesend, Hawkinge)
32 (Hurricane)

Biggin Hill

HF

Ready

610 County of Chester (Spitfire)

Biggin Hill

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Ready

141 (Defiant)

Hawkinge

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

Debden Sector (Satellites: Martlesham, Castle Camps)
17 (Hurricane)

Debden

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Avail

85 (Hurricane)

Debden

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Avail

Ready

19 (Spitfire)

Duxford

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

264 (Defiant)

Duxford

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

Duxford Sector (Satellite: Fowlmere)

ORDER OF BATTLE NOTES
Remove 141 Sqn. and 264 Sqn. from play if the Defiant Retreat optional rule is used.
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Scenario 1 Historical Raids
Pick 1 chit from the chit pool A to II. Victory Point threshold is 2 to 35.
Raid
Chit
A

Target, Hex (Type)

LF

Alternate Target, Hex (Type)

Bombers

Fighters

VPs
(RL)

Date, Time

Dover Straits, 1635 (convoy)

2

None

1g Do17

1g Me110

14
(3)

10 Jul 40,
1330

1g Me109
B

Portland, 0704 (convoy)

3

None

2g Ju87

1s Me109

22
(2.5)

11 Jul 40,
0900

C

Portland, 0702
(convoy)

3

None

1g Ju87

1g Me110

11
(2)

11 Jul 40,
1100

D

Portsmouth, 1214 (naval
base)

3

None

1s He111

1g Me110

2
(1.5)

11 Jul 40,
1800

E

Thames Estuary, 2334
(convoy)

2

None

1g Erpro 210

1g Me109

8
(2)

13 Jul 40,
1145

F

Portland, 0702 (convoy)

3

None

1s Do17

1g Me110

4
(1.5)

13 Jul 40,
1430

G

Dover, 1835 (port)

2

None

1g Ju87

1g Me109

14
(2)

13 Jul 40,
1730

H

Dover Straits, 1737 (convoy)

2

None

1g Ju87

1g Me109

14
(2)

14 Jul 40,
1500

I

Dover, 1835 (port)

2

None

1g Erpro 210

1g Me109

8
(2)

19 Jul 40,
1215?

J

Dover, 1835 (port) 1

2

None

1g Erpro 210

–

8
(1)

19 Jul 40,
1600

K

Dover Straits, 1837 (convoy)

2

None

1g Ju87

1g Me109

14
(2)

20 Jul 40,
1800

L

Dover Straits, 1737 (convoy)

2

None

1g Ju87

1g Me109

14
(2)

20 Jul 40,
1830

M

Isle of Wight, 0814 (convoy)

2

None

1g Erpro 210

–

6
(1)

21 Jul 40,
AM

N

Isle of Wight, 0810 (convoy)

3

None

1g Ju87

1g Me109

11
(2)

21 Jul 40,
PM

O

Essex Coast, 2735 (convoy)

2

None

1g Erpro 210

–

6
(1)

24 Jul 40,
????

P

North Foreland, 2237
(convoy)

2

None

1g Ju87

1g Me109

14
(2)

24 Jul 40,
1200

Q

The Downs, 1937 (convoy)

2

None

1g Ju88

2g Me109

14
(3)

24 Jul 40,
1230

R

Dover Straits, 1635 (convoy)

2

None

1g Ju87

1g Me109

14
(2)

25 Jul 40,
1200

S

Portsmouth, 1214
(naval base)

3

None

1g He111

1g Me109

7
(2)

25 Jul 40,
1200

T

Dover Straits, 1837 (convoy)

2

None

1g Ju87

1g Me109

14
(2)

25 Jul 40,
1500

U

Dover Straits, 1737 (convoy)

2

None

1g Ju88

1g Me109

14
(2)

25 Jul 40,
1630

V

Dover Straits, 1635 (convoy)

2

None

1g Ju87

1g Me109

14
(2)

25 Jul 40,
1830

W

Selsey Bill, 1017 (convoy)

3

None

1g Ju87

1g Me109

11
(2)

27 Jul 40,
AM
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Raid
Chit

9

Target, Hex (Type)

LF

Alternate Target, Hex (Type)

Bombers

Fighters

VPs
(RL)

Date, Time

X

Dover, 1835 (port) 2

2

None

1s Erpro 210

–

2
(0.5)

27 Jul 40,
1800

Y

Dover, 1835 (port)

2

None

1g Ju87

2g Me109

14
(3)

28 Jul 40,
1330

Z

Dover, 1835 (port)

2

None

2g Ju87

2g Me109

29
(4)

29 Jul 40,
0730

AA

North Foreland, 2237
(convoy)

2

None

1s Erpro 210

1g Me110

2
(1.5)

29 Jul 40,
1730

BB

Portland, 0704 (convoy)

3

None

1s He111

1g Me109

2
(1.5)

29 Jul 40,
1815

CC

The Downs, 1937 (convoy)

2

None

1g Ju87

1g Me109

14
(2)

5 Aug 40,
????

DD

Isle of Wight, 0814 (convoy)

3

None

2g Ju87

1g Me110

23
(3)

8 Aug 40,
0830

EE

Isle of Wight, 0713 (convoy)

3

None

1g Ju87

12
(3)

8 Aug 40,
1200

35
(5)

8 Aug 40,
1615

24
(6)

11 Aug 40,
0935

1g Me109
1g Me110
1g Me109
FF

Isle of Wight, 0810 (convoy)

3

None

3g Ju87

1g Me110
1g Me109

GG

Portland, 0802 (naval base)

HH

Essex Coast, 2735 (convoy)

3
3

2

None
None

2g Ju88

2g Me110

1g He111

1g Me109

1g Do17

2g Me110

17
(4)

11 Aug 40,
1200

1g Me109

14
(2)

11 Aug 40,
1400-1500

1g Erpro 210
II

Thames Estuary, 2334
(convoy)

2

None

RAID TABLE HISTORICAL NOTES
1
This mission is depicted in many histories as being flown by
Ju87s. However, recent scholarship identifies the attackers
as Erpro 210. The attack sank one oiler and damaged three
other ships.
2

This attack was carried out by 3. Staffel (Me109s) of Erpro
210 and sank one destroyer and damaged a depot ship.

3

John Freeborn of 74 Sqn. reported attacking 2 aircraft of
Erpro 210, seeing one dive into the sea, and the other crash
land and sink.

1g Ju87

Scenario 1 Campaign Surge Rates
Number of
games in a
day
4
3
2

Surge

Play four games with: 1 chit, VP threshold
2-35.
Play three games with: 1 chit, VP threshold
2-35.
Play two games with: 1 chit, VP threshold
2-35.

Scenario 1 Optional Rules
Only use these rules if both players agree. They may affect the
game balance. At the start of the RAF Set-Up Phase pick one
of these optional rules, or roll one die and apply the result
from the table below:
Roll
1-3

4-6

Result
Defiant Defence. 141 Sqn. (Defiant) sets up in
the air as an Early unit at the beginning of play in
addition to any Early Warning results. It does not
count toward the RAF Response Level.
Defiant Retreat. Remove 141 Sqn. (Defiant) and
264 Sqn. (Defiant) from play.
DESIGN NOTE: Due to severe casualties 141
and 264 Sqn. were moved out of the southeast of
England on 21 and 24 July, respectively.

Battle of Britain Notes
BOULTON PAUL DEFIANT
The RAF’s Defiant was an obsolete concept—a twoseat day fighter with a gun turret behind the cockpit.
Underpowered and unwieldy, 264 Squadron’s aircraft
saw modest success against bombers over Dunkirk, but
the German fighter pilots soon had the measure of it.
On 19 July 141 Squadron was decimated in its very
first engagement, losing six aircraft to Me109s. This
confirmed fears that the aircraft was inadequate for
day fighting and in spite of good morale, both 141 and
264 were withdrawn from the battle.
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SCENARIO 2:
LEG BEFORE WICKET

Scenario Details
Dates: 12-18 August 1940.
Channel Patrol Level: High.
Luftflotten: Luftflotte 3/2 units are only used in Luftflotte 3.
RAF Response Level: 8
RAF Raid Matching: 1
Dummy Form Ups: 2 x 1g, 1 x 2g counters.

E a r l y Wa r n i n g
In the RAF Set-Up Phase check the total strength of form-up
counters on the map to determine the maximum number of
ready squadrons that set up in the air:
Strength

Background
FROM REICHSMARSCHALL GÖRING TO ALL UNITS OF
LUFTFLOTTE 2, 3 AND 5. OPERATION EAGLE. WITHIN
A SHORT PERIOD YOU WILL WIPE THE BRITISH AIR
FORCE FROM THE SKY. HEIL HITLER.
The Luftwaffe attack on mainland Britain began with a series
of raids on coastal targets, hitting RDF stations, ports and
Fighter Command’s forward airfields. The intention was to
roll the attacks inland, pummelling the fighter defences.
The Germans came in strength, even throwing their Ju87
Stukas and Me110 heavy fighters into the battle. The RAF
responded cautiously and fighter controllers were careful not
to hurl their entire strength at the raiders. However, every
raid was contested, with major fights flaring across southern
England on 13 August, the opening ‘Eagle Day’ (Adler Tag).
Over the following week the bombing edged further inland.
15 August became known as ‘The Greatest Day’, as the
Luftwaffe flew more sorties than any other day in the battle,
and 18 August was ‘The Hardest Day’, with more aircraft lost
on both sides than on any other day.
After 18 August the weather closed in, preventing further
large-scale raiding for almost a week. Reichsmarschall Göring’s
Luftwaffe had failed to smash its enemy and had taken
terrible losses amongst the bombers, though overclaiming in
air combat and a naïve faith in the effectiveness of bombing
made the Fat Man and his generals believe they were doing
better than they were. Even so it was clear that changes were
needed, and in a conference with his commanders Göring
made a number of sweeping changes. The Ju87 had proven
too vulnerable for this kind of fighting and the Me110 was
outclassed by single-engined fighters. As a result the Stukas
were withdrawn from the fight while Me109 support was
ordered for the heavy fighters. Göring blasted the fighter arm
for being insufficiently aggressive and promoted ambitious
junior officers to command the Jagdgeschwadern, such as
Adolf Galland and Werner Mölders.
One other change had occurred a few days previously. After
some desultory attacks on 12 August Göring gave up on
bombing radar stations, believing them too hard to destroy.
He didn’t appear to grasp the importance of RDF to the RAF
defence. Only in hindsight did this look like an error.

Squadrons
Early
Late

0+ to 90+
100+ to 150+
160+ to 200+
210+ to 260+
270+ to 290+
300+ or more

0
1
1
2
2
3

0
0
1
1
2
2

Early units set up in orbit at Angels 10 over any convoy,
airfield, port or town hex within radio range. Early RAF units
have used 6 turns of endurance (0h30) at the start of play.
Late units set up at Angels 8 within two hexes of their own
airfield (or forward airfield). All Late RAF units have used 2
game turns of endurance (0h10) at the start of play.

Special Rules
(a) Place a convoy counter at hex 2335.
(b) Units marked with a (¶) in the Historical Raids Table may
be used as low-level raiders [9.2.3, 16.2.3].
(c) For raid chits D and BB no more than one bomber unit
(either Gruppe or Staffel) may be assigned to bomb
Ventnor.
(d) EXCEPTION to rule 3.2.5: For raid chit B only, Erpro
210 is deployed into four Staffeln: either four Erpro 210
Staffeln OR three Me110 and one Me109 Staffel.
(e) The Luftwaffe player may assign close escort tasks to
Me110 units only.
(f) At set-up, after rolling for readiness, the RAF player
assigns two squadrons to forward airfields [18.1.2]. Take
one squadron from either Biggin Hill or Kenley sector
and assign it to Lympne or Hawkinge. Take one squadron
from Hornchurch sector and assign it to Manston. These
squadrons start at their forward airfield.
(g) After any attack on Lympne airfield, roll 2 dice. On a roll
of 11-12, bombs have severed the main power line for the
Kent Chain Home stations. Rye, Dover and Foreness RDF
stations become non-functional. In a campaign these
stations become functional again in the next scenario.
(h) If Dover RDF is attacked, only roll for damage to the
Chain Home station, not the Chain Home Low.
(i) RAF units may not form wings.
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Scenario 2 RAF Order of Battle
Squadrons are listed as Squadron (Aircraft Type) assigned airfield. The status column notes whether the unit flies in vics (Vc),
is Green (Gr) or uses HF or VHF radio.
Grp
10

10

11

11

Status
Filton Sector (Satellite: Exeter)

11

11

11

11

12

1-2

3-4

5

6

87 (Hurricane)

Exeter

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Avail

213 (Hurricane)

Exeter

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

Middle Wallop Sector (Satellites: Warmwell, Boscombe Down)
609 West Riding (Spitfire)

Middle Wallop

152 Hyderabad (Spitfire)

Warmwell

234 (Spitfire)

Middle Wallop

249 (Hurricane)

Boscombe Down

HF

Avail

Avail

Ready

Ready

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

Vc, Gr, HF

Avail

Ready

Avail

Avail

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Ready

Tangmere Sector (Satellite: Westhampnett)
43 (Hurricane)

Tangmere

601 County of London (Hurricane)

Tangmere

602 City of Glasgow (Spitfire)

Westhampnett

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

Vc, Gr, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Avail

Northolt

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

615 County of Surrey (Hurricane)

Kenley

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

64 (Spitfire)

Kenley

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

111 (Hurricane)

Croydon

HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

54 (Spitfire)

Hornchurch

HF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

65 (Spitfire)

Rochford

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Avail

74 Tiger (Spitfire)

Hornchurch

HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Avail

56 (Hurricane)

North Weald

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

151 (Hurricane)

North Weald

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Avail

Northolt Sector (Satellite: Hendon)
1 (Hurricane)

11

Readiness Die Roll

Kenley Sector (Satellite: Croydon)

Hornchurch Sector (Satellite: Rochford)

North Weald Sector (Satellite: Stapleford)

Debden Sector (Satellites: Martlesham, Castle Camps)
17 (Hurricane)

Martlesham

85 (Hurricane)

Debden

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Avail

Ready

257 Burma (Hurricane)

Debden

Vc, Gr, HF

Avail

Avail

Ready

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

Biggin Hill Sector (Satellite: Gravesend)
32 (Hurricane)

Biggin Hill

HF

Ready

610 County of Chester (Spitfire)

Biggin Hill

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Ready

501 County of Gloucester (Hurricane)

Gravesend

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

Fowlmere

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Avail

Ready

Duxford Sector (Satellite: Fowlmere)
19 (Spitfire)

ORDER OF BATTLE NOTES
Replace 74 Tiger Sqn. with 266 Rhodesia (Spitfire) [Vc, Gr, HF] if the 266 (Rhodesia) Squadron optional rule is used.
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Scenario 2 Historical Raids
Pick 1 to 3 chits from the chit pool A to HH. Victory Point threshold is 30 to 70.
Raid
Chit

Target, Hex (Type)

LF

Alternate Target, Hex (Type)

Bombers

Fighters

VPs
(RL)

Date, Time

A

Lympne, 1733 (airfield)

2

Dover, 1835 (RDF)

1s Ju88

1s Me109

2
(0.5)

12 Aug 40,
0810

B

Pevensey, 1227; Rye, 1531;
Dover, 1835; Dunkirk, 2032
(RDF)

2

Lympne, 1733 (airfield)

4s Erpro 210

–

11
(1)

12 Aug 40,
0930-0940

C

Thames Estuary, 2335
(convoy)

2

Manston, 2136 (airfield)

1g Ju87

2g Me109

14
(2.5)

12 Aug 40,
1110-1130

D

Portsmouth, 1214 (naval
base); Ventnor, 0913 (RDF)

3

Southampton, 1312
(port)

3g Ju88

3g Me110

28
(6)

12 Aug 40,
1140-1220

1g Me109

18
(2.5)

12 Aug 40,
1230

1s Me110
1g Me109

E

Manston, 2136 (airfield)

2

Dover, 1835 (port)

1g Erpro 210
1g Do17

F

Lympne, 1733 (airfield)

2

Hawkinge, 1834 (airfield)

1g Ju88

1g Me109

9
(1.5)

12 Aug 40,
1730

G

Manston, 2136 (airfield) 1

2

Dover, 1835 (port)

1g Do17

1g Me109

9
(1.5)

12 Aug 40,
1730

H

Hawkinge, 1834 (airfield)

2

Lympne, 1733 (airfield)

1g Erpro 210

–

8
(1)

12 Aug 40,
1730

I

Eastchurch, 2231 (airfield);
Sheerness, 2331 (barracks) 2

2

Manston, 2136 (airfield)

3g Do17

3g Me110

23
(5)

13 Aug 40,
0630

J

Portland, 0802 (naval base)

3

3

Warmwell, 1003 (airfield)

3g Ju87

1g Me110

33
(3)

13 Aug 40,
0630

K

Odiham, 1916; Farnborough,
2017 (airfields) 4

3

Portsmouth, 1214
(naval base)

2g Ju88

2g Me110

13
(8)

13 Aug 40,
0640

L

Freie Jagd

3

–

–

1g Me110

1
(1)

13 Aug 40,
1200

M

Boscombe Down, 1709;
Worthy Down, 1612; Middle
Wallop, 1710 (airfields) 5

3

Southampton, 1312
(port)

3g Ju88

2g Me110

21
(7)

13 Aug 40,
1530-1700

Warmwell, 1003; Yeovil, 1401
(airfields) 6

3

Portland, 0802 (naval
base)

2g Ju87

21
(4)

13 Aug 40,
1530-1700

O

Detling, 2029 (airfield);
Rochester, 2228 (factory) 7

2

Manston, 2136 (airfield)

2g Ju87

25
(4)

13 Aug 40,

P

Rochford, 2530 (airfield)

2

Canterbury, 2033 (town)

1g Erpro 210

1g Me110

7
(1.5)

13 Aug 40,
1540-1630

Q

Manston, 2136; Ramsgate,
2137 (airfields) 9

2

Dover, 1835 (port)

2s Erpro 210

–

5
(1)

14 Aug 40,
1200

R

Hawkinge, 1834 (airfield) 10

2

Varne Vessel, 1636
(light ship)

1g Ju87

3g Me109

14
(3)

14 Aug 40,
1200

S

Abingdon, 2612; Boscombe
Down, 1709; Filton, 2401;
Upavon, 2008; Worthy Down,
1612 (airfields)

3

Portland, 0802
(naval base)

5s He111

5s Me110

6
(2.5)

14 Aug 40,
1650-2030

N

8

1s Me109
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4g Me109
1s Me110
2g Me109
3g Me109

1540-1630
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Raid
Chit

13

Target, Hex (Type)

LF

Alternate Target, Hex (Type)

Bombers

Fighters

VPs
(RL)

Date, Time

T

Hawkinge, 1834; Lympne,
1733 (airfields)

2

Dover, 1835 (port)

2g Ju87

3g Me109

29
(4)

15 Aug 40,
1045-1130

U

Martlesham, 3335 (airfield)

2

Harwich, 3135 (port)

1g Erpro 210

–

4
(1)

15 Aug 40,
1510

V

Eastchurch, 2231 (airfield);
Rochester, 2228
(aircraft factory)

2

Manston, 2136 (airfield)

3g Do17

5g Me109

26
(6.5)

15 Aug 40,
1510-1530

W

Worthy Down, 1612;
Andover, 1811 (airfields) 11

3

Middle Wallop, 1710
(airfield)

2s Ju88

2g Me110

3
(2)

15 Aug 40,
1715

X

Warmwell, 1003 (airfield) 12

3

Portland, 0802
(naval base)

2g Ju87

2g Me110

26
(5.5)

15 Aug 40,
1730

3g Me109

Y

Kenley, 2023 (airfield) 13

2

Croydon, 2123 (airfield)

1g Erpro 210

1g Me109

6
(1.5)

15 Aug 40,
1900

Z

Biggin Hill, 2024 (airfield) 14

2

West Malling, 2027
(airfield)

2g Do17

3g Me109

14
(4)

15 Aug 40,
1900

AA

West Malling, 2027;
Hornchurch, 2426;
Farnborough, 2017
(airfields) 15

2

Dover, 1835 (port);
Tilbury, 2327 (port)

3g Do17

3g Me109

22
(5)

16 Aug 40,
1230

BB

Tangmere, 1318; Lee-onSolent, 1213 (airfields);
Portsmouth, 1214 (naval
base); Ventnor, 0913 (RDF)

3

Southampton, 1312
(port)

3g Ju87

2g Me110

1s Ju87

8g Me109

48
(11)

16 Aug 40,
1300

Heathrow, 2320 (airfield) 16

2

Eastbourne, 1226 (town)

3g He111

1g Me110

18
(5)

16 Aug 40,
1650

CC

2g Me109
DD

North Weald, 2725 (airfield)

2

Harwich, 3135 (port)

1g Do17

1g Me109

5
(1.5)

16 Aug 40,
1650

2

West Malling, 2027
(airfield)

(1s Do17 ¶)

1g Me110

1g Do17

3g Me109

13
(4.5)

18 Aug 40,
1300-1330

17

EE

Kenley, 2023 (airfield) 18

1s Ju88
FF

Biggin Hill, 2024 (airfield)

2

Lympne, 1733 (airfield)

3g He111

2g Me109

20
(4)

18 Aug 40,
1300-1330

GG

Gosport, 1214; Ford, 1219;
Thorney Island, 1216
(airfields); Poling, 1219
(RDF)

3

Southampton, 1312
(port)

4g Ju87

6g Me109

54
(8)

18 Aug 40,
1430

HH

Hornchurch, 2426; North
Weald, 2725 (airfields) 19

2

Harwich, 3135 (port)

2g Do17

1g Me110

2g He111

5g Me109

29
(8)

18 Aug 40,
1730

RAID TABLE HISTORICAL NOTES
1
The Manston raid never reached its target.
2

3

This raid was ordered back to base, but the bombers never
received their orders and travelled on escorted only by the
Me109s of 3. Staffel, Erpro 210. The Me110s of Erpro 210
were allocated to the raid but received orders in time for
them to abort the mission. This chit assumes the Me110s
aborted, as they did historically.
This raid aborted before reaching Portland because of bad
weather.

4

These raids never reached their target because of bad
weather.

5

The Boscombe Down raid diverted to Southampton, while
Andover, instead of Middle Wallop, was attacked in error.

6

The bombers had difficulties finding their targets and
attacked Portland instead. The Yeovil target is the Westland
factory airfield mistaken by the Luftwaffe for an airbase.

7

The bombers failed to find Rochester.
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8

The Rochford raid aborted because of cloud over the
target.

9

Ramsgate airport (not marked on the map) was a small
non-military air strip. The Erpro 210 Staffel assigned to it
could not get past the barrage balloons at the sea port, so
flew on to attack nearby Manston instead.

10

Raid on Hawkinge abandoned because of enemy fighters
and the light vessel was bombed instead. The balloon
barrage at Dover was also attacked.

11

Raid attacked nearby Middle Wallop in error.

12

Raid attacked alternate target of Portland.

13

Raid bombed Croydon aerodrome in error. This raid had
been assigned a Gruppe of Me109s as escorts. However,
they failed to rendezvous and the Erpro 210 bombers
attacked alone.

14

The raid bombed West Malling by mistake.

15

The Hornchurch raid was broken up before it could reach
its target.

16

The raid on Heathrow never reached its target and
scattered its load over Eastbourne.

17

The raid on North Weald never reached its target.

18

The Ju88s diverted to their alternate target because of dust
clouds over the main target caused by damage.

19

These raids were turned back by cloud.

Scenario 2 Optional Rules
Only use these rules if both players agree. They may affect the
game balance. At the start of the RAF Set-Up Phase, pick one
or more of these optional rules, or roll one die and apply the
result from the table below:
Roll
1-2

DESIGN NOTE: After Ventnor was knocked out it took
three days before a mobile station replaced it.
Poling Bombed. Poling RDF is non-functional for
this scenario.

3

DESIGN NOTE: With Ventnor, Poling was the only
station disabled for any length of time.
266 (Rhodesia) Squadron. Replace 74 Tiger
Squadron (Spitfire), Hornchurch sector with 266
Sqn. (Spitfire). 266 has Vc, Gr, HF status.

4

DESIGN NOTE: The story of 266 (Rhodesia)
Squadron was a typical one for inexperienced units
rotated into 11 Group. 266 flew in from 12 Group to
replace the experienced but tired 74 Sqn. on 14 August,
but in eight days of fighting the squadron lost eleven
aircraft and had to be pulled out of the line.
Kent Chain Home Stations Power Loss. Rye, Dover
and Foreness RDF stations are non-functional for
this scenario. Ignore special rule (g).

5

DESIGN NOTE: A lucky bomb hit on 15 August
temporarily brought down the power grid serving the
chain stations and for a brief time there was a gap in
11 Group’s RDF coverage.
19 Squadron at Eastchurch. 19 Squadron (Spitfire)
may use Eastchurch as a forward airfield. Pick
an unused track on the Tote Board to represent
Eastchurch. Though the squadron starts out of
command range, it may still be issued an order at
the moment it scrambles. 19 Sqn. may fly south of
the 23XX hexrow without affecting the Air Picture
[20.3.2].

Battle of Britain Notes
TURKEY SHOOT IN THE NORTH
The Burning Blue depicts all the major daylight raids on
Britain save two. On 15 August Luftflotte 5 attacked in
strength for the first time, launching Denmark-based
Ju88s at Yorkshire and Norway-based He111s, escorted
by Me110s, against the Tyne-Tees region. Running
battles between 12 and 13 Group fighters and the
raiders resulted in appalling German casualties for no
RAF losses. The Me110s, handicapped by long range
fuel tanks, lost a third of their strength. Luftflotte 5 was
never to mount another such operation.

Result
Ventnor Bombed. Ventnor RDF is non-functional
for this scenario.

6

DESIGN NOTE: 19 and 266 Squadrons (while
266 was part of 12 Group) briefly used the Coastal
Command aerodrome at Eastchurch as a forward
airfield for staging convoy patrols. The sight of Spitfires
at Eastchurch persuaded the Germans it was a Fighter
Command field. They would attack it many times.

9. STAFFEL KG76
Low level attacks required specialized skills and only
the Do17 crews of 9. Staffel, KG76 were trained in the
mission. On 18 August they launched a surprise raid
on Kenley aerodrome (see raid chit EE). However, a
combination of Light Ack-Ack, parachute rockets and
fighters resulted in the loss of four aircraft and five
more damaged. After this mauling the Staffel did not
make another low level raid for almost two weeks.
BOMBER/ESCORT CO-ORDINATION
Luftwaffe fighter escorts did not always share radio
frequencies with the bombers, which meant they
sometimes failed to hear the bombers’ calls for help, or
relied on visual signals such as warning flares to warn
them of attacks. Radio procedures were tightened up
after mid-August.

Scenario 2 Campaign Surge Rates
Number
of games
in a day
4

3
2
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Surge

Play one game with: 1-3 chits, VP threshold 30-70;
one game with: 1-2 chits, VP threshold 16-33; and
two games with: 1 chit, VP threshold 1-21.
Play one game with: 1-3 chits, VP threshold 30-70;
and two games with: 1 chit, VP threshold 1-21
Play one game with: 1-3 chits, VP threshold 30-70;
and one game with: 1 chit, VP threshold 1-21
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Scenario Details
Dates: 19 August-6 September 1940.
Channel Patrol Level: High.
Luftflotten: Luftflotte 3/2 units can be used in Luftflotte 3
and 2.
RAF Response Level: 10
RAF Raid Matching: 2
Dummy Form Ups: 2 x 1g, 1 x 2g counters.

E a r l y Wa r n i n g
In the RAF Set-Up Phase check the total strength of form-up
counters on the map to determine the maximum number of
ready squadrons that set up in the air:
Strength

Background
As Göring’s time grew short, he grew more amiable and asked
what were our requirements. Mölders asked for a series of Me109s
with more powerful engines. The request was granted.
‘And you?’ Göring turned to me. I didn’t hesitate long.
‘I should like an outfit of Spitfires...’
–Adolf Galland, commander Jagdgeschwader 26
Following the great battles of 18 August there was a pause,
as bad weather restricted the Germans to pinprick nuisance
raids, often by single aircraft. Then, on 24 August, the
weather brightened and it brought the Luftwaffe back in
force. Göring had shifted the focus of the attacks to the
southeast of England, reinforcing Luftflotte 2 with fighters
from Luftflotte 3. Fighter Command targets—airfields and
key sector stations—were battered again and again.
Generalfeldmarschall Kesselring, commanding Luftflotte
2, employed a bewildering variety of tactics, including the
‘rolling attack’, following one wave with another shortly
thereafter. Often a wave would split up and strike out for
different targets, confusing the defence.
As bombers pounded the airfields, operational efficiency
declined. Runways were potholed, maintenance hangars
blown up, living quarters demolished and vital telephones
cut. But Fighter Command was never knocked out. Holes
could be filled and maintenance completed at fighter
dispersal. Airmen and women lived in tents under summer
skies and telephone lines were spliced back together. The
closest the Luftwaffe came to success was at Biggin Hill, where
the operations room was briefly knocked out. It was the high
water mark of the attacks on the RAF but achieved at great
cost to the Germans.

0+ to 60+
70+ to 110+
120+ to 140+
150+ to 200+
210+ to 250+
260+ or more

Squadrons
Early
Late
0
0
0.5
0
1
1
2
1
2
2
3
2

Early units must set up in orbit at Angels 16 over any airfield,
port or town hex within radio range. All Early RAF units set
up on the map have used 6 game turns of endurance (0h30)
at the start of play.
Late units must set up at Angels 8 within four hexes of their
own airfield (or forward airfield). All Late RAF units set up
on the map have used 2 game turns of endurance (0h10) at
the start of play.

Special Rules
(a) Units marked with a (¶) in the Historical Raids Table may
be used as low-level raiders [9.2.3, 16.2.3].
(b) The Luftwaffe player may assign close escort tasks to
Me110 units only.
(c) One squadron from either Biggin Hill or Hornchurch
sectors may use one of Lympne, Hawkinge or Manston
airfields (RAF player’s choice) as a forward airfield. The
squadron does not have to start there.
(d) One squadron from Hornchurch sector must be assigned
Rochford as a forward airfield. The squadron must start
there.
(e) RAF units may not form Balbos.

The RAF had been stretched, but not to breaking point. New
squadrons, such as those of the Poles, Czechs and Canadians,
entered operational service. Prime Minister Winston
Churchill believed the air battle was now under control. The
RAF was turning the corner.
Then, without warning, the Luftwaffe changed strategy. The
Battle of the Airfields was over. The Battle of London was
about to begin.

© GMT Games LLC, 2006
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Scenario 3 RAF Order of Battle
Squadrons are listed as Squadron (Aircraft Type) assigned airfield. The status column notes whether the unit flies in vics (Vc),
is Green (Gr) or uses HF or VHF radio.
Grp
10

10

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

12

Status
Filton Sector (Satellite: Exeter)

Readiness Die Roll
1-2

3-4

5

6

87 (Hurricane)

Exeter

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Avail

213 (Hurricane)

Exeter

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

HF

Avail

Avail

Ready

Ready

Middle Wallop Sector (Satellites: Warmwell, Boscombe Down)
609 West Riding (Spitfire)

Middle Wallop

152 Hyderabad (Spitfire)

Warmwell

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

234 (Spitfire)

Middle Wallop

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

249 (Hurricane)

Boscombe Down

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Avail

Avail

43 (Hurricane)

Tangmere

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Ready

17 (Hurricane)

Tangmere

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

602 City of Glasgow (Spitfire)

Westhampnett

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Avail

Tangmere Sector (Satellite: Westhampnett)

Northolt Sector (Satellite: Hendon)
1 RCAF (Hurricane)

Northolt

Vc, Gr, HF

Avail

Ready

Avail

Ready

1 (Hurricane)

Northolt

Vc, HF

Avail

Avail

Ready

Avail

303 Polish (Hurricane)

Northolt

HF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

Kenley Sector (Satellite: Croydon)
253 Hyderabad State (Hurricane)

Kenley

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

616 South Yorkshire (Spitfire)

Kenley

Vc, Gr, HF

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

85 (Hurricane)

Croydon

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

Hornchurch Sector (Satellite: Rochford)
54 (Spitfire)

Hornchurch

HF

222 Natal (Spitfire)

Hornchurch

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Avail

603 City of Edinburgh (Spitfire)

Hornchurch

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Avail

56 (Hurricane)

North Weald

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

151 (Hurricane)

Stapleford

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

North Weald Sector (Satellite: Stapleford)

Debden Sector (Satellites: Martlesham, Castle Camps)
601 County of London (Hurricane)

Debden

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Avail

111 (Hurricane)

Debden

HF

Avail

Ready

Avail

Ready

257 Burma (Hurricane)

Debden

Vc, HF

Avail

Avail

Ready

Avail

Biggin Hill Sector (Satellites: Gravesend, West Malling)
79 (Hurricane)

Biggin Hill

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

610 County of Chester (Spitfire)

Biggin Hill

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Ready

501 County of Gloucester (Hurricane)

Gravesend

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

Avail

Duxford Sector (Satellite: Fowlmere)
Duxford Wing

ORDER OF BATTLE NOTES
Replace 603 Sqn. with 264 (Defiant) [Vc, HF] if the Defiants Defiant optional rule is used.
Remove 303 Polish Sqn. from play if the Poles in Training optional rule is used.
The composition of the Duxford Wing is rolled using the table on page 36.
© GMT Games LLC, 2006
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Scenario 3 Historical Raids
Pick 1 to 2 chits from the chit pool A to UU. Victory Point threshold is 16 to 28.
Raid
Chit

Target, Hex (Type)

LF

Alternate Target, Hex
(Type)

Bombers

Fighters

VPs
(RL)

Date, Time

A

Dover, 1835 (port)

2

Lympne, 1733
(airfield)

1g Ju88

3g Me109

9
(6)

24 Aug 40,
0840

B

Eastchurch, 2231 (airfield) 1

2

Canterbury, 2033
(town)

1g Do17

1g Me110

1g Ju88

2g Me109

16
(7)

24 Aug 40,
1030

C

Ramsgate, 2137 (port)

2

Manston, 2136
(airfield)

1g He111

3g Me109

9
(6)

24 Aug 40,
1130

D

Manston, 2136 (airfield)

2

Dover, 1835 (port)

1g Ju88

1g Me109

9
(3)

24 Aug 40,
1250

E

Manston, 2136 (airfield)

2

Dover, 1835 (port)

1g Erpro 210

–

8
(1.5)

24 Aug 40,
1500

F

North Weald, 2725;
Hornchurch, 2426 (airfields)

2

Rochford, 2530
(airfield)

1g Do17

1g Me110

1g Ju88

5g Me109

22
(13)

24 Aug 40,
1530

19
(16.5)

24 Aug 40,
1530

19
(16.5)

25 Aug 40,
1720

2

1g He111
G

Portsmouth, 1214
(naval base)

3

Southampton, 1312
(port)

2g Ju88

1g Me110
1s Me110
8g Me109

H

Warmwell, 1003 (airfield)

3

Portland, 0802 (naval
base)

2g Ju88

1g Me110
1s Me110
8g Me109

2

Dover, 1835 (port)

1g Do17

3g Me109

9
(6)

25 Aug 40,
1820

Kenley, 2023; Biggin Hill,
2024 (airfields) 4

2

Folkestone, 1735
(port)

1g Do17

4g Me109

15
(9)

26 Aug 40,
1200

Hornchurch, 2426; Debden,
3126; North Weald, 2725
(airfields) 5

2

Detling, 2029 (airfield)

2g Do17

1g Me110

1s Do17

3g Me109

15
(9)

26 Aug 40,
1500

Portsmouth, 1214
(naval base)

3

2g He111

1g Me110

19
(16.5)

26 Aug 40,
1600

4g Me109

17
(9)

28 Aug 40,
0830

I

Hawkinge, 1834 (airfield)

J
K

L

3

Southampton, 1312
(port)

1g He111

1s Me110
8g Me109

M

Eastchurch, 2231; Rochford,
2530 (airfields)

2

Manston, 2136
(airfield)

1g He111

N

Rochford, 2530 (airfield)

2

Manston, 2136
(airfield)

1g Do17

2g Me109

8
(4.5)

28 Aug 40,
1230

O

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

5g Me110

11
(16)

28 Aug 40,
1530

15
(28)

29 Aug 40,
1530

1g Do17

6g Me109
P

West Malling, 2027
(airfield) 6

2

Detling, 2029 (airfield)

Q

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

6g Me109

8
(9)

29 Aug 40,
1830

R

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

2g Me109

3
(3)

30 Aug 40,
1030

S

Farnborough, 2017
(airfield) 7

2

Brighton, 1323 (town)

2g He111

2g Me109

12
(6)

30 Aug 40,
1100

1s He111

4g Me110
15g Me109
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Raid
Chit

Target, Hex (Type)

LF

Alternate Target, Hex
(Type)

Bombers

Fighters

VPs
(RL)

Date, Time

Kenley, 2023; Biggin Hill,
2024 (airfields) 8

2

West Malling, 2027
(airfield)

1g Do17

1g Me110

1g He111

3g Me109

15
(9)

30 Aug 40,
1130

U

Luton, 2920; Radlett, 2621
(factories)

2

Enfield, 2524 (factory)

2g He111

3g Me110

9
(7)

30 Aug 40,
1600

V

Detling, 2029 (airfield)

2

Eastchurch, 2231
(airfield)

1g Do17

2g Me109

8
(4.5)

30 Aug 40,
1740

W

Biggin Hill, 2024 (airfield)

2

West Malling, 2027
(airfield)

1g Erpro 210

–

5
(1.5)

30 Aug 40,
1800

X

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

1g Me109

2
(1.5)

31 Aug 40,
0800

Y

Debden, 3126; Duxford,
3325; North Weald, 2725
(airfields) 9

2

Rochford, 2530
(airfield)

2g Do17

3g Me110

1s Do17

3g Me109

13
(12)

31 Aug 40,
0830

Eastchurch, 2231 (airfield)

2

Manston, 2136 (airfield)

1g Do17

2g Me109

8
(4.5)

31 Aug 40,
1030

Croydon, 2123; Hornchurch,
2426; Biggin Hill, 2024
(airfields)

2

West Malling, 2027
(airfield)

1g Erpro 210

1g Me110

2g Do17

3g Me109

22
(10)

31 Aug 40,
1230

Hornchurch, 2426; Biggin
Hill, 2024 (airfields) 10

2

Maidstone, 2028
(railways)

(1s Do17 ¶)

1g Me110

2g Do17

3g Me109

19
(9)

31 Aug 40,
1725

Eastchurch, 2231; Detling,
2029; Biggin Hill, 2024
(airfields); Tilbury, 2327
(docks) 11

2

Gravesend, 2227
(airfield)

2s Do17

4g Me109

10
(7.5)

1 Sep 40,
1030

Kenley, 2023; Biggin Hill,
2024 (airfields)

2

West Malling, 2027
(airfield)

2g Do17

2g Me110

15
(10)

1 Sep 40,
1330

Biggin Hill, 2024; Hawkinge,
1834; Lympne, 1733
(airfields)

2

Dover, 1835 (port)

1s Do17

2g Me109

8
(6.5)

1 Sep 40,
1800

Eastchurch, 2231; North
Weald, 2725; Rochford,
2530; Biggin Hill, 2024
(airfields)

2

9
(7.5)

2 Sep 40,
0740

Eastchurch, 2231; Detling,
2029 (airfields)

2

18
(11.5)

2 Sep 40,
1235

Eastchurch, 2231;
Hornchurch, 2426
(airfields); Weybridge, 2120
(aircraft factory)

2

23
(11.5)

2 Sep 40,
1615

Eastchurch, 2231 (airfield)

2

8
(4.5)

2 Sep 40,
1730

4
(1)

3 Sep 40,
1045

T

Z
AA

BB
CC

DD
EE

FF

GG
HH

II

2s He111

3g Me109
2s Me110

Gravesend, 2227
(airfield)

1s He111

2g Me110

3s Do17

2g Me109

Manston, 2136 (airfield)

1g Do17

2g Me110

1g He111

4g Me109

3g Do17

2g Me110

Detling, 2029 (airfield)

3g Me109

Folkestone, 1735 (port)

1g Do17

1g Me110
1g Me109

JJ

Biggin Hill, 2024; Hawkinge,
1834 (airfields)

2

Dover, 1835 (port)

2s Me109

–

KK

North Weald, 2725 (airfield)

2

Hornchurch, 2426
(airfield)

1g Do17

2g Me110

5
(4.5)

3 Sep 40,
1100

LL

Debden, 3126 (airfield) 12

2

North Weald, 2725
(airfield)

1g Do17

2g Me110

4
(4.5)

3 Sep 40,
1400

MM

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

2g Me109

3
(3)

4 Sep 40,
0800
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Raid
Chit

Target, Hex (Type)

LF

Alternate Target, Hex
(Type)

Bombers

Fighters

VPs
(RL)

Date, Time

NN

Eastchurch, 2231; Rochford,
2530; Lympne, 1733
(airfields)

2

Rochester, 2228
(aircraft factory);
Hawkinge, 1834
(airfield)

3g Do17

1g Me110

27
(10)

4 Sep 40,
0920

Eastchurch, 2231;
Gravesend, 2227 (airfields);
Weybridge, 2120; Rochester,
2228 (aircraft factories)

2

Hawkinge, 1834;
Lympne, 1733
(airfields)

1s Erpro 210

3g Me110

1g He111

3g Me109

15
(11.5)

4 Sep 40,
1300

Eastchurch, 2231; Croydon,
2123; Biggin Hill, 2024;
North Weald, 2725; Lympne,
1733 (airfields) 13

2

Detling, 2029 (airfield);
Dover, 1835 (port)

2g Do17

2g Me110

3s Do17

3g Me109

23
(11.5)

5 Sep 40,
0945

Thameshaven, 2327 (oil
storage); Detling, 2029;
Biggin Hill, 2024 (airfields)

2

Hawkinge, 1834;
Lympne, 1733
(airfields)

1g He111

4g Me109

18
(9)

5 Sep 40,
1500

Biggin Hill, 2024 (airfield);
Weybridge, 2120
(aircraft factory)

2

Hastings, 1329 (town)

1s Erpro 210

2g Me110

1g Ju88

4g Me109

16
(12)

6 Sep 40,
0830

SS

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

3g Me109

5
(4.5)

6 Sep 40,
0930

TT

Rochester, 2228
(aircraft factory) 14

2

Eastchurch, 2231
(airfield)

1g Me110

3g Me109

7
(6)

6 Sep 40,
1230

UU

Thameshaven, 2327
(oil storage)

2

Rochester, 2228
(aircraft factory)

1g He111

3g Me109

8
(6)

6 Sep 40,
1730

OO

PP

QQ

RR

3

4

3g Me109

2s Me110

1s Do17
1g Me109

1g Me110

RAID TABLE HISTORICAL NOTES
1
The actual target of this raid is unknown. The listed target is
a best guess. The raid jettisoned bombs near Canterbury.
2

19

This raid seems to have been aimed at Ramsgate airport
(not in use by the RAF) but bombed parts of the town too.
This raid never reached its target as it circled the sea
without attacking. The bombers may have been bait to
draw up RAF fighters, which drove the raid off.
This raid, split into two parts, was broken up after crossing
the coast and never reached its target. There is some
evidence that Erpro 210 also took part in this raid, or
another at the same time, attacking Folkestone.

5

Only one airfield was hit, at Debden. The remaining raids
never reached their targets.

6

The bombers were bait for a large Freie Jagd operation.
The actual target of this raid is unknown. The listed target
is a best guess.

7

This raid failed to reach its target.

8

Only Biggin Hill was attacked. The other bombers failed
to find their target and jettisoned their bombs on nearby
suburbs.

9

The raid on Duxford missed its target, bombing villages
nearby.

10

Part of this raid bombed its alternate target.

11

Tilbury, considered to be a ‘London’ target even though it
was well outside the city, was bombed in retaliation for raids
on Berlin.

12

This raid was beaten off and never reached its target.

13

Many of these raids were turned back before reaching their
targets.

14

The bombers were probably bait for the fighters, operating
in a Freie Jagd.

Scenario 3 Campaign Surge Rates
Number of
games in a
day
4

3

2
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Surge

Play one game with: 1-2 chits, VP threshold
16-28; two games with: 1-2 chits, VP threshold
9-19; and one games with: 1 chit, VP threshold
1-16.
Play one game with: 1-2 chits, VP threshold
16-28; one game with: 1-2 chits, VP threshold
9-19; and one game with: 1 chit, VP threshold
1-16
Play one game with: 1-2 chits, VP threshold
16-28; and one game with: 1 chit, VP
threshold 1-16
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Scenario 3 Optional Rules
Only use these rules if both players agree. They may affect the
game balance. At the start of the Luftwaffe Planning Phase,
pick one or more of these optional rules, or roll two dice and
apply the result from the table below:
Roll
2

3-4

5

6-7

8
9

10

11

12

Result
Kent Chain Home Power Loss. Pevensey, Fairlight,
Beachy Head, Rye, Dover, Foreness and Whitstable
RDF stations are non-functional for this scenario.
DESIGN NOTE: On 30 August a mains power failure
took most of the Kent radar chain briefly offline.
Poles in Training. Remove 303 Polish Sqn.
(Hurricane) from play.
DESIGN NOTE: 303 Squadron was in training
through the early part of this period. But following an
incident on 30 August, when a training flight engaged
German raiders, the unit was declared operational.
Defiants Defiant. Replace 603 Sqn. (Spitfire),
Hornchurch sector with 264 Sqn. (Defiant). 264
Squadron has Vc, HF status and may use Manston
as a forward airfield.
DESIGN NOTE: 264 Squadron was moved to
Hornchurch on 22 August. But a few days of fighting
decimated the ill-equipped Defiant unit and it was
replaced after 28 August by 603 Squadron.
Cannon-Armed Spitfires. 19 Squadron, and any
flights deployed by 19 Squadron, have their combat
value reduced by one.
DESIGN NOTE: 19 Squadron’s Spitfires carried a
20mm cannon battery which kept jamming as a result
of poor design. In despair, the squadron returned to
flying machine-gun armed Spitfires on 4 September.
Göring Orders Close Escorts. Me109 fighter units
may also be assigned to close escort tasks.
Late Patrols. The RAF player may deploy Late
squadrons from the Early Warning Table as if they
were Early. However, such squadrons are considered
to have used 18 turns (1h30) of endurance at the
start of play.
Biggin Plastered. Reduce Biggin Hill’s airfield
capacity to 1. Redeploy one Biggin squadron to the
satellite airfield at Gravesend or West Malling.
DESIGN NOTE: Biggin Hill was the subject of
repeated bombing.
Controllers on the Ball. If the total strength of formup counters at set-up is 140+ or greater, add three
‘late’ squadrons to the Early Warning result.
Biggin Out of Action. Apply the effects of ‘Biggin
Plastered’, above. In addition Biggin Hill’s sector
operations room is not operational. Reassign Biggin
Hill’s squadrons to other sectors as per campaign
rule 23.2.3.
DESIGN NOTE: Biggin Hill’s operations room was
hit twice, on 31 August and 1 September, and put out
of operation. For a brief time Biggin’s squadrons had
to be assigned to adjacent sectors.

Battle of Britain Notes
SECTOR OPERATIONS ROOMS
In what later came to be seen as a poor example of
forethought, sector aerodromes had their operations
rooms sited on the airfields. At Tangmere the ‘Ops’
room was a concrete bunker, but at most airfields they
were small brick buildings with little blast protection
and were vulnerable to direct hits.
It was fortunate that Luftwaffe intelligence was so poor
that they didn’t realize what the buildings were for, or
that they formed the lynchpin of Dowding’s system of
fighter control. If the Germans had known the loss
of Ops would cripple a sector they might have given
them close attention. In the event, only the Biggin Hill
operations room took direct hits from the Germans.
Still, the presence of the Ops rooms on airfields
meant that vital telephone lines connecting them to
Group headquarters were highly vulnerable. Bombs
repeatedly severed buried cables and junction boxes
(along with gas and power mains). Post Office
telephone engineers strived heroically to repair lines,
often with unexploded ordnance nearby.
The solution was to move the Ops rooms off the
airfields. Both Kenley and Biggin Hill Ops soon
established secret new facilities in the nearby villages,
in one instance commandeering a butcher’s shop.
ME110 ZERSTÖRER
With its powerful gun battery and great endurance,
the two seat Me110 heavy fighter was the Queen of the
fighter fleets. The Zerstörer (‘Destroyer’) units were an
elite force. Their task was to crush or exhaust enemy
fighters before the bombers arrived. They were also the
only units trained in close escort tactics. Unfortunately,
the Me110s proved too slow and clumsy to beat the RAF
fighters. So poorly did they perform that in late August
Göring ordered Me109s to support the Zerstörers—in
essence ordering escorts for fighters!
GÖRING’S CLOSE ESCORT ‘BLUNDER’
One of the persistent legends of the Battle of Britain
is that Göring, in a fit of pique at the beginning of
September, demanded Me109 close escort for his
precious bombers. The edict is said to have shackled
the Me109s to the bombers, passing a huge tactical
advantage to the RAF and providing further proof of
the Fat Man’s incompetence.
However, interpretations of Göring’s order may be
misleading. Recent histories suggest that rather than
tying Me109s to close escort, the Reichsmarschall was
advocating doctrine similar to that of Adolf Galland’s
JG26. Galland would support raids with a balanced
force of close escort, top cover and Freie Jagd,
devoting a third of his fighters to each task. Given that
some fighter commanders were reluctant to provide
any close escort, the edict, if anything, was an attempt
to promote best practice.
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SCENARIO 4:
KNOCKING ‘EM FOR SIX

Strength
0+ to 90+
100+ to 170+
180+ to 250+
260+ to 340+
350+ or more

21
Squadrons
Early
Late
0
0
2
4
3
4
3
6
4
7

Early units set up in orbit at Angels 16 over any airfield, port
or town hex within HF radio range (even if equipped with
VHF R/T). Two such units may set up at Angels 20, if desired.
Early units set up on the map have used 6 game turns of
endurance (0h30) at the start of play.
Late units set up at Angels 14 within four hexes of their own
airfield (or forward airfield). Late units set up on the map
have used 2 turns of endurance (0h10) at the start of play.
Squadrons may be set up in two-squadron wings.

Background

Special Rules

‘Send every pump you’ve got. The whole bloody world’s on fire.’
– Station Officer Plimlett, London Fire Brigade
On 7 September two vast German air armadas struck out for
England. They avoided the airfields and headed straight for
London’s docks, raining blast bombs and incendiaries down
on the city’s vital supply line. The city burned.
The change in strategy was the culmination of debates
within the Luftwaffe. Britain hadn’t surrendered after weeks
of attacks on the RAF. Generalfeldmarschall Kesselring of
Luftflotte 2 asserted that a major effort against the nation’s
capital would finish the job, but his counterpart at Luftflotte
3, Generalfeldmarschall Sperrle, demanded that Fighter
Command’s airfields first be finished off. ‘Smiling Albert’
Kesselring won the debate, arguing that attacks on London
would in any case force the RAF fighters up, where they could
be shot down.
The RAF fighters certainly came up in numbers. Even 12
Group’s ‘Big Wing’ Balbos were able to form in time to
meet the London raids. The climax came on 15 September
when massive raids on London took losses so large the claims
resembled cricket scores. This marked the end of the attempt
to defeat Britain with massed daylight raids. The night-time
‘Blitz’ effort, which the RAF could do little to stop, began to
increase.

Scenario Details
Dates: 7-30 September 1940.
Channel Patrol Level: High.
Luftflotten: Luftflotte 3/2 units can be used in Luftflotte 3
and 2.
RAF Response Level: 18
RAF Raid Matching: 3

(a) The Luftwaffe scores no VP for destroying balloons or
strafing. Do score VP for aircraft destroyed by strafing.
(b) Erpro 210 is based at Cherbourg for this scenario and is
attached to Luftflotte 3.
(c) When two targets are listed, the bombers should be split
into two or more separate raids with at least one third of
the bombers allocated to each target. (Exception: In raid
DD at least 3 bomber Gruppen must attack Filton.)
(d) If a Luftwaffe raid has been raid matched [22.1.1] twice
over OR has lost all its fighter escort (i.e., all escorts have
pancaked), that raid may divert to its alternate target.
EXAMPLE: A raid with two Gruppen of He111 en route to its
target is attacked by six squadrons. It can now divert.
(e) Place a convoy counter in hex 1837.
(f) When rolling to make Available 12 Group squadrons
Ready, roll once each Admin Phase for all the squadrons.
If successful, ALL 12 Group units become Ready.
(g) If 12 Group units are scrambled, they must form a Balbo
comprised of all the squadrons in 12 Group. The Balbo
must assemble over Duxford or Fowlmere airfield before
it can move elsewhere.
If present, 242 Squadron is always the wing leader. Wings
containing 242 Squadron may place an order counter
south of the 23XX hexrow [20.3.2].
The 12 Group Balbo counts as one squadron for the
purposes of the Scramble Limit. Once one unit is
ordered to scramble, all the other units in the wing must
scramble at the soonest opportunity.
(h) The RAF player may add form up counter strengths
to the detected raid strengths when calculating the
Scramble Limit [20.1.1].
EXAMPLE: One raid of 100+ has been detected along with a
form up counter of 60+. The Scramble Limit is 3.

Dummy Form Ups: 2 x 1g counters.

E a r l y Wa r n i n g
In the RAF Set-Up Phase check the total strength of form-up
counters on the map to determine the maximum number of
ready squadrons that set up in the air:

In addition, the Scramble Limit increases to 4 if raids/
form up counters totalling 300+ strength are detected or
5 or more Gruppen are revealed by tallying.
(i) Rule 20.3.1, 10/11 Group Cooperation, applies.
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Scenario 4 RAF Order of Battle
Squadrons are listed as Squadron (Aircraft Type) assigned airfield. The status column notes whether the unit flies in vics (Vc),
is Green (Gr) or uses HF or VHF radio.
Grp
10

10

11

11

11

11

11

11

Status
Filton Sector (Satellite: Exeter)
87 (Hurricane)

Vc, HF

1-2
Avail

601 County of London (Hurricane)
Exeter
Middle Wallop Sector (Satellites: Warmwell, Boscombe Down)
609 West Riding (Spitfire)
Middle Wallop

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

HF

Avail

Avail

Ready

Ready

152 Hyderabad (Spitfire)

Warmwell

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

238 (Hurricane)

Middle Wallop

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

56 (Hurricane)
Boscombe Down
Tangmere Sector (Satellite: Westhampnett)
213 (Hurricane)
Tangmere

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Avail

Avail

Vc, HF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Ready

607 County of Durham (Hurricane)

Tangmere

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

602 City of Glasgow (Spitfire)
Northolt Sector (Satellite: Hendon)
1 RCAF (Hurricane)

Westhampnett

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Avail

Northolt

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

229 (Hurricane)

Northolt

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

303 Polish (Hurricane)

Northolt

HF

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

504 County of Nottingham
(Hurricane)
Kenley Sector (Satellite: Croydon)
253 Hyderabad State (Hurricane)

Hendon

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

Kenley

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

501 County of Gloucester (Hurricane)

Kenley

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

605 County of Warwick (Hurricane)
Hornchurch Sector (Satellite: Rochford)
41 (Spitfire)

Croydon

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

Vc, VHF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

222 Natal (Spitfire)

Rochford

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Avail

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Avail

Vc, VHF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

Vc, VHF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

Vc, VHF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Avail

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Avail

Ready

Vc, HF

Avail

Avail

Ready

Avail

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

12

Exeter

Hornchurch

603 City of Edinburgh (Spitfire)
Hornchurch
North Weald Sector (Satellite: Stapleford)
249 (Hurricane)
North Weald
46 (Hurricane)
Stapleford
Debden Sector (Satellites: Martlesham, Castle Camps)
17 (Hurricane)
Debden
73 (Hurricane)

11

Readiness Die Roll
3-4
5
Ready
Ready

Castle Camps

257 Burma (Hurricane)
Martlesham
Biggin Hill Sector (Satellites: Gravesend, West Malling)
72 (Spitfire)
Biggin Hill

6
Avail

92 East India (Spitfire)

Biggin Hill

Vc, Gr, HF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Ready

66 (Spitfire)
Duxford Sector (Satellite: Fowlmere)
Duxford Wing

Gravesend

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

Avail

ORDER OF BATTLE NOTES
Add 421 Flight (Spitfire) [VHF] if the Raid Shadowing optional rule is used.
Reassign 504 County of Nottingham (Hurricane) [Vc, HF] from Northolt Sector
to Filton airfield if the Bristol Air Defence optional rule is used.
The composition of the Duxford Wing is rolled using the table on page 36.
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Scenario 4 Historical Raids
Pick 1 or 2 chits from the chit pool A to TT. Victory Point threshold is 14 to 56.
Raid
Chit

Target, Hex (Type)

LF

Alternate Target, Hex
(Type)

Bombers

Fighters

VPs
(RL)

Date, Time

A

Hawkinge, 1834 (airfield)

2

Dover, 1835 (port)

1g Me109

1g Me109

8
(3)

7 Sep 40,
1100

B

Woolwich, 2325 (arsenal);
India Docks, 2324 (port)

2

Tilbury, 2327 (port)

3g Do17

2g Me110

2g He111

8g Me109

39
(21)

7 Sep 40,
1700

Thameshaven, 2327 (oil
storage); Royal Docks and
West Ham, 2325 (port)

2

4g Do17

12g Me109

56
(27)

7 Sep 40,
1745

D

Isle of Dogs, 2324; Royal
Docks, 2325 (ports) 1

2

West Malling, 2027
(airfield)

2g Do17

6g Me109

14
(11)

8 Sep 40,
1800

E

Royal Docks and West Ham,
2325 (port) 2

2

Canterbury, 2033
(terror attack)

2g He111

3g Me109

12
(7)

9 Sep 40,
1700

F

Farnborough, 2017
(airfield); Weybridge, 2120
(factory) 3

2

Southwest London
Suburbs, 2222
(terror attack)

2g Do17

6g Me109

28
(14)

9 Sep 40,
1710

Woolwich, 2325 (arsenal)

2

Tilbury, 2327 (port)

2g He111

2g Me110

13
(11)

11 Sep 40,
1530

C

G

Chatham, 2129 (port)

2g He111
1g Ju88

2g Ju88

3g Me109
H

Paddington, 2422 (railways)

2

Redhill, 1923 (airfield)

2g He111

6g Me109

14
(11)

11 Sep 40,
1530

I

Woolston, 1312 (factory) 4

3

Eastleigh, 1412 (factory)

1g Erpro 210

1s Me110

6
(3.5)

11 Sep 40,
1615

1g Me109
J

Kent Coast, 1837 (convoy) 5

2

Dover, 1835 (port)

1g Ju87

3g Me109

14
(5.5)

11 Sep 40,
1700

K

Battersea, 2323 (railways) 6

2

Biggin Hill, 2024
(airfield)

1s Ju88

5g Me109

9
(9)

14 Sep 40,
1500

1g He111

L

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

6g Me109

8
(8.5)

14 Sep 40,
1745

M

Battersea, 2323 (railways)

2

Biggin Hill, 2024
(airfield)

1g Do17

3g Me109

6
(5.5)

15 Sep 40,
1200

N

Streatham, 2223 (railways)

2

West Malling, 2027
(airfield)

1g Me109

1g Me109

5
(3)

15 Sep 40,
1200

O

Surrey and India Docks,
2324; Royal Docks, 2325
(ports) 7

2

Bow and West Ham,
2424 (gasworks)

2g He111

15g Me109

40
(28)

15 Sep 40,
1400

P

Portland, 0802 (naval base)

3

Warmwell, 1003
(airfield)

1g He111

–

7
(1.5)

15 Sep 40,
1530

Q

Woolston, 1312 (factory)

3

Gosport, 1214 (airfield)

1s Erpro 210

–

2
(0.5)

15 Sep 40,
1725

R

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

4g Me109

6
(5.5)

16 Sep 40,
0730

S

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

8g Me109

10
(11)

17 Sep 40,
1500

T

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

5g Me109

6
(7)

18 Sep 40,
0915

U

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

6g Me109

8
(8.5)

18 Sep 40,
1230
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Raid
Chit

Target, Hex (Type)

LF

Alternate Target, Hex
(Type)

Bombers

Fighters

VPs
(RL)

Date, Time

V

Port Victoria, 2330
(oil storage)

2

Chatham, 2129 (port)

1s Ju88

3g Me109

2
(4.5)

18 Sep 40,
1645

W

Tilbury, 2327 (port)

2

Sheerness, 2331
(barracks)

1g Ju88

6g Me109

8
(10)

18 Sep 40,
1715

X

Southeast London Suburbs,
2224 (terror attack) 8

2

Folkestone, 1735 (port)

1g Me109

2g Me109

5
(4)

20 Sep 40,
1030

Y

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

7g Me109

8
(10)

23 Sep 40,
1000

Z

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

5g Me109

6
(7)

23 Sep 40,
1700

AA

Tilbury, 2327 (port)

2

Chatham, 2129 (port)

1s Ju88

6g Me109

2
(9)

24 Sep 40,
0830

BB

Woolston, 1312 (factory)

3

Gosport, 1214 (airfield)

1g Erpro 210

–

6
(1.5)

24 Sep 40,
1300

CC

Lympne, 1733 (airfield)

2

Folkestone, 1735 (port)

1g He111

–

9
(1.5)

24 Sep 40,
1300

DD

Filton, 2401 (factory);
Portland, 0802 (naval base)

3

Colerne, 2204 (airfield)

3g He111

2g Me110

1g Erpro 210

3g Me109

22
(12.5)

25 Sep 40,
1115

Woolston, 1312 (factory) 9

3

Eastleigh, 1412
(factory)

1g He111

1g Me110

1s Erpro 210

1g Me109

10
(5)

26 Sep 40,
1745

9
(6)

27 Sep 40,
0930

8
(7.5)

27 Sep 40,
1100

8
(8.5)

27 Sep 40,
1115

EE
FF

Lambeth, 2223 (railways)

2

Maidstone, 2028
(terror bombing)

1g Ju88

1g Me110

1s Me110

2g Me109

GG

Yate, 2403 (factory)

3

Bristol, 2201 (port)

1g He111

2g Me110

1s Erpro 210

2g Me109

HH

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

2g Me110
4g Me109

II

South London, 2223
(railways) 10

2

Maidstone, 2028
(terror bombing)

1g He111

2g Me109

6
(4)

27 Sep 40,
1150

JJ

Southwest London, 2222
(railways) 11

2

Biggin Hill, 2024
(airfield)

1s Ju88

3g Me109

8
(6)

27 Sep 40,
1500

KK

South London, 2223
(railways)

2

Rochester, 2228
(terror bombing)

1g Ju88

10g Me109

8
(15.5)

28 Sep 40,
0930

LL

Southwest London, 2222
(railways)

2

Kingston-upon-Thames,
2221 (factory)

1g Ju88

12g Me109

8
(18)

28 Sep 40,
1330

MM

Portsmouth, 1214
(naval base) 12

3

Thorney Island, 1216
(airfield)

1g Me110

1g Me109

7
(3)

28 Sep 40,
1415

NN

Weybridge, 2120 (factory)

2

Gatwick, 1822 (airfield)

1s He111

2g Me109

2
(3)

29 Sep 40,
1600

OO

South London, 2223
(railways) 13

2

Brighton, 1323
(terror bombing)

1g Me109

4g Me109

6
(7)

30 Sep 40,
0900

PP

Southwest London, 2222
(railways) 13

2

Hastings, 1329 (terror
bombing)

1g Me109

2g Me109

5
(4)

30 Sep 40,
1005

QQ

Yeovil, 1401 (factory) 14

3

Poole, 1006 (port)

2g Me110

3g Me109

11
(7)

30 Sep 40,
1110

RR

Langley, 2319 (factory) 15

2

Northolt, 2420
(airfield)

1g Ju88

8g Me109

7
(12.5)

30 Sep 40,
1300

SS

Weybridge, 2120 (factory)

2

Kingston-upon-Thames,
2221 (factory)

1g Ju88

4g Me109

6
(7)

30 Sep 40,
1615

TT

Yeovil, 1401 (factory) 16

3

Sherborne, 1402
(terror bombing)

2g He111

2g Me110

12
(8.5)

30 Sep 40,
1620
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RAID TABLE HISTORICAL NOTES
1
This raid was diverted to its alternate target by the strength
of the defence.
2

Half of this raid jettisoned its bombs over Canterbury.

3

This raid was broken up and mostly scattered bombs over
the suburbs.

4

Woolston was the location of the Supermarine factory,
manufacturing Spitfires.

5

Convoy ‘Peewit’ was attacked and the minesweeper escort
HMS Atherstone disabled.

6

This raid caused the Fulham vs. Arsenal football match at
Craven Cottage to be delayed for 82 minutes before play
was resumed. The Gunners won 0-1. Air raids this Saturday
also disturbed the match at White Hart Lane between
Tottenham Hotspur and Chelsea, halting play after a
quarter of an hour and resuming 75 minutes later. Spurs
eventually beat Chelsea 3-2.

7

Due to weather this raid was diverted and bombed the area
around the Bromley-by-Bow gas works.

8

The exact target of this raid is uncertain as it scattered
bombs across southeast London.

9

The most effective of the attacks on the Woolston Spitfire
factory. Production was briefly stopped at the plant.

10

Facing substantial RAF opposition, the bombers released
many bombs and incendiaries over Maidstone.

11

In common with many Luftwaffe attacks of this period,
there was little evidence of concentrated bombing of
targets.

12

This raid was intercepted between the Isle of Wight and
Selsey Bill. Bombs were seen jettisoned into the sea.

13

Neither raid seemed to penetrate to its intended target and
bombs were scattered along the south coast.

14

This raid was mauled and made to turn back before
reaching its target.

15

Cloud prevented interceptions with the bombers, which
apparently got lost.

16

Under heavy attack by the RAF the raid dropped most of
the bombs on nearby Sherborne.

Scenario 4 Campaign Surge Rates
Number of
games in
a day
4
3

2

Surge

Play two games with: 1-2 chits, VP threshold
14-56. Only play two games, not four.
Play one game with: 1-2 chits, VP threshold
14-56; and one game with: 1 chit, VP
threshold 1-14. Only play two games, not
three.
Play two scenarios with: 1 chit, VP threshold
1-14.

25

Scenario 4 Optional Rules
Only use these rules if both players agree. They may affect the
game balance. At the start of the Luftwaffe Planning Phase
pick one or more of these optional rules, or roll two dice and
apply the result from the table below:
Roll
2-6

7-8

9

10-12

Result
Bristol Air Defence. 504 Squadron (Hurricane)
is reassigned from Northolt sector, 11 Group, to
Filton airfield, Filton sector, 10 Group. It begins
the scenario Ready.
DESIGN NOTE: Raids on Bristol convinced
Dowding to assign a squadron to the city’s defence.
RDF Jamming. Add 1 to the strength result of
all RDF detection checks. (Do not add 1 if the
detection value is 0.)
DESIGN NOTE: On 9 September the Germans
began to jam the Chain Home radar system. The
disruption was brief and barely affected operations.
Raid Shadowing. The RAF player receives 421
Flight, based at Hawkinge, under the command
of Kenley sector. All 421 Flight rules apply [20.4].
DESIGN NOTE: Sections of RAF fighters—the
precursors of 421 Flight—first appeared near the
end of September to counter the early Jabo raids.
Bader’s Big Wing. Regardless of the total strength
of form up counters the result of the Early
Warning Table is 12 squadrons; 5 Early and 7
Late. In addition to these 12 the RAF player may
set up the 12 Group Balbo (see special rule (g))
orbiting Duxford airfield at Angels 10. They have
used 4 game turns of Endurance (0h20).

Battle of Britain Notes
VIC FORMATIONS
British squadrons flew in
‘vics’—a V-shaped formation
of three fighters like so:
Four vics would make up a squadron (see page 47).
The second two aircraft in a vic flew so tightly on the
leader that the wingmen’s attention was taken up more
with station-keeping than in watching for enemies.
Though impressive at air displays the vic was a poor
combat formation. The Germans dubbed it the
Idiotenreihen (‘rows of idiots’) as it was inferior to their
more flexible system of employing fighters in a Rotte,
or loosely-spaced pair (see page 47).
Even when the vic had been proven to be vulnerable to
attack, RAF policy was to keep it until the crisis was over.
A few squadron leaders adopted the German tactics on
their own initiative. John Freeborn recalls how 74 Sqn.
abandoned vics after Dunkirk. But John Greenwood
of 253 Sqn. remembers how a lack of leadership, due
to high casualties amongst their commanding officers,
meant they stuck with the familiar tactics.
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Strength
0+ to 110+
120+ to 210+
220+ or more

Squadrons
Early
Late
1
0
2
0
2
1

Early units must be drawn from Kenley, Biggin Hill or
Hornchurch sectors and set up in orbit at Angels 16 over
Maidstone (hex 2028); if there are two early units they may
set up as a wing. All Early RAF units set up on the map have
used 12 game turns of endurance (0h60) at the start of play.
Late units set up at Angels 8 within two hexes of their own
airfield (or forward airfield). All Late RAF units have used 1
game turn of endurance (0h05) at the start of play.

Special Rules

Background

(a) The Luftwaffe scores no VP for strafing or destroying
balloons. Do score VP for aircraft destroyed by strafing.

Wir stellen den britischen Löwen
Zum letzten entscheidenden Schlag.
Wir halten Gericht.
Ein Weltreich zerbricht.
Das wird unser stolzester Tag!

(b) Units marked with a (¶) in the Historical Raids Table may
be used as low-level raiders [9.2.3, 16.2.3].

– From the propaganda song Bomben Auf Engeland
While the night Blitz of Britain continued unabated, the day
fighting dwindled. From October to the end of the year the
Luftwaffe day attacks mainly employed fighter-bombers—the
Jabos. Laden Me109s and Me110s would zip in at high altitude
and lob bombs at targets. Sometimes two or three such raids
would stream over England, one after the other. These were
harassing attacks, designed to keep the RAF off-balance and
on the defensive. The Luftwaffe fighter pilots hated the new
form of warfare and complained it was hurting morale.
In addition to the Jabos, the Ju87 Stuka dive-bombers returned
to attack shipping in the Channel and Thames Estuary. And
then the Italians arrived in their gaily-coloured aeroplanes,
ill-trained and ill-equipped for this air battle. Their hapless
intervention resulted, on 11 November, in a beating.
31 October was declared the end of the battle, though the
Luftwaffe continued to raid into 1941. In November the
architect of the RAF victory, Air Chief Marshal Dowding, and
his right-hand man, Air Vice-Marshal Keith Park of 11 Group,
were removed from their jobs to be replaced by commanders
who would take the offensive against the enemy. The next
great air battle would be fought over continental Europe.

(c) In the Luftwaffe Planning Phase the Luftwaffe player
decides how many raid chits he wishes to pull: one, two or
three. He keeps this secret from the RAF player. He pulls
that number of chits; the restrictions in 6.4.2 on Erpro 210
(a), same-hex targets (b) and victory point thresholds (c)
and (e) do not apply.
(d) If more than one chit is pulled, the Luftwaffe player must
form up the forces of the first chit before the second
forms up, and the forces of the second chit before those
of the third form up. (The restriction applies to forming
up [9.3.2], NOT placement of form up counters.) No
force may be plotted to appear earlier than 4 game turns
(0h20) after the previous force is plotted to form.
(e) If the time of day is Dusk, only one chit can be pulled.
(f) As an exception to rule 9.2.7, raids may form up within 30
game turns (2h30) of the scenario start.
(g) Luftflotte 2 form-up counters are placed one rather than
four game turns before form-up.
(h) Apply only weather and low level/dive bombing column
shifts to Jabo bombing attacks. (Lost column shifts do not
apply, but players should still roll for navigation in case
raids divert to their alternate target.)
(i) Treat Italian fighter units as having Green status.
(j) In the Luftwaffe Set Up Phase place convoy counters on
the map in the following hexes: 1736, 2332, 2936.

Scenario Details
Dates: 1 October – 31 December 1940.
Channel Patrol Level: Low.
Luftflotten: Luftflotte 3/2 units can be used in Luftflotte 3
and 2.
RAF Response Level: 6
RAF Raid Matching: 3
Dummy Form Ups: 1 x 1g counter.

E a r l y Wa r n i n g
In the RAF Set-Up Phase check the total strength of form-up
counters on the map to determine the maximum number of
ready squadrons that set up in the air:

(k) In addition to the Early Warning units, the RAF sets up
421 Flight in any land or coastline hex over England at
Angels 16 [20.4]. It has used nine turns of endurance
(0h45) at the start of play. 421 Flight does not count
towards the RAF Response Level.
(l) In any Random Events Phase in which there are form up
counters or detected raids on the map, the RAF player
may declare a Group Scramble random event in addition
to the result of the random event roll. The RAF player
may do this only once.
(m) 12 Group wings may place order counters south of the
23XX hexrow [20.3.2].
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Scenario 5 RAF Order of Battle
Squadrons are listed as Squadron (Aircraft Type) assigned airfield. The status column notes whether the unit flies in vics (Vc),
is Green (Gr) or uses HF or VHF radio.
Grp
10

10

11

11

11

11

11

11
11

12

Status
Filton Sector (Satellite: Exeter)
87 (Hurricane)

Exeter

601 County of London (Hurricane)

Exeter

504 County of Nottingham
Filton
(Hurricane)
Middle Wallop Sector (Satellites: Warmwell, Boscombe Down)
609 West Riding (Spitfire)
Middle Wallop

Vc, Gr, VHF

1-2
Avail

Readiness Die Roll
3-4
5
Ready
Ready

6
Avail

Vc, Gr, VHF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

Vc, Gr, VHF

Avail

Ready

Avail

Ready

VHF

Avail

Avail

Ready

Ready

152 Hyderabad (Spitfire)

Warmwell

Vc, VHF

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

238 (Hurricane)

Middle Wallop

Vc, VHF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

Vc, VHF

Avail

Ready

Avail

Avail

Vc, VHF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Ready

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

Vc, VHF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Avail

Vc, HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

56 (Hurricane)
Boscombe Down
Tangmere Sector (Satellite: Westhampnett)
213 (Hurricane)
Tangmere
145 (Hurricane)

Tangmere

602 City of Glasgow (Spitfire)
Northolt Sector (Satellite: Hendon)
229 (Hurricane)

Westhampnett

302 Polish (Hurricane)

Northolt

VHF

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

615 County of Surrey (Hurricane)
Kenley Sector (Satellite: Croydon)
253 Hyderabad State (Hurricane)

Northolt

Vc, VHF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

Kenley

Vc, VHF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

501 County of Gloucester (Hurricane)

Kenley

Vc, VHF

Ready

Ready

Avail

Ready

605 County of Warwick (Hurricane)
Hornchurch Sector (Satellite: Rochford)
41 (Spitfire)

Croydon

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

Vc, VHF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

222 Natal (Spitfire)

Rochford

Northolt

Hornchurch

Vc, HF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Avail

603 City of Edinburgh (Spitfire)
Hornchurch
North Weald Sector (Satellite: Stapleford)
249 (Hurricane)
North Weald

Vc, VHF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Avail

Vc, VHF

Ready

Avail

Avail

Ready

46 (Hurricane)

Stapleford

Vc, VHF

Avail

Ready

Ready

Ready

17 (Hurricane)

North Weald

Vc, VHF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Avail

257 Burma (Hurricane)
North Weald
Debden Sector (Satellites: Martlesham, Castle Camps)
No squadrons based here
Biggin Hill Sector (Satellites: Gravesend, West Malling)
74 Tiger (Spitfire)
Biggin Hill

Vc, VHF

Avail

Ready

Avail

Avail

-

-

-

-

-

HF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

92 East India (Spitfire)

Biggin Hill

Vc, VHF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Ready

66 (Spitfire)

West Malling

Vc, VHF

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

421 Reconnaissance Flight (Spitfire)
Duxford Sector (Satellite: Fowlmere)
310 Czech (Hurricane)

West Malling

VHF

Duxford

VHF

Ready

Avail

Ready

Avail

19 (Spitfire)

Fowlmere

Vc, VHF

Avail

Ready

Avail

Ready

242 Canadian (Hurricane)

Duxford

VHF

Avail

Avail

Ready

Avail

ORDER OF BATTLE NOTES
73 (Hurricane) [Vc, VHF] is added to Castle Camps airfield, Debden sector if the 73 Squadron optional rule is used.
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Scenario 5 Historical Raids
Pick between 1 and 3 chits from the chit pool A to SS. There’s no Victory Point threshold in this scenario. See special rule (c).
Raid
Chit

Target, Hex (Type)

LF

Alternate Target, Hex (Type)

Bombers

Fighters

VPs
(RL)

Date, Time

A

Southampton, 1312;
Portsmouth, 1214 (ports)

3

Thorney Island, 1216
(airfield)

2g Me110

2g Me109

14
(6)

1 Oct 40,
1045

B

South London, 2324
(railways)

2

Biggin Hill, 2024
(airfield)

1g Me109

2g Me109

5
(4.5)

1 Oct 40,
1400

C

Biggin Hill, 2024 (airfield)

2

South London, 2324
(railways)

1g Me109

–

5
(1.5)

2 Oct 40,
0900

D

West Malling, 2027; Detling,
2029 (airfields)

2

Folkestone, 1735 (port)

1g Erpro 210

2g Me109

14
(6)

5 Oct 40,
1100

E

South London, 2324
(railways)

2

Hornchurch, 2426
(airfield)

1g Me109

2g Me109

5
(4.5)

5 Oct 40,
1530

F

Southampton, 1312 (port)

3

Portsmouth, 1214 (port)

1g Me110

1g Me110

7
(3)

5 Oct 40,
1700

G

Royal Docks, 2325 (port)

2

Hornchurch, 2426
(airfield)

1g Me109

1g Me109

5
(3)

7 Oct 40,
1230

H

Yeovil, 1401 (factory) 1

3

Warmwell, 1003 (airfield)

1g Ju88

2g Me110

6
(7.5)

7 Oct 40,
0330

1g Me109

2g Me109
I

Central London, 2323
(government)

2

Kenley, 2023 (airfield)

2g Me109

3g Me109

11
(7.5)

8 Oct 40,
1710

J

Hornchurch, 2426 (airfield)

2

Gravesend, 2227
(airfield)

2g Me109

3g Me109

13
(7.5)

9 Oct 40,
1100

K

Biggin Hill, 2024 (airfield)

2

Croydon, 2123 (airfield)

2g Me109

3g Me109

13
(7.5)

9 Oct 40,
1300

L

Tangmere, 1318 (airfield) 2

2

Ford, 1219 (airfield)

1s Do17

1g Me109

2
(2)

10 Oct 40,
0800

M

Warmwell, 1003 (airfield)

3

Weymouth, 0802 (port)

1g Me109

–

6
(1.5)

10 Oct 40

N

Folkestone, 1735; Deal, 1936;
Canterbury, 2033; Ashford,
1831 (terror attacks)

2

Dover, 1835 (port)

4g Me109

–

32
(6)

11 Oct 40,
1000

O

Biggin Hill, 2024; Kenley,
2023 (airfields)

2

Folkestone, 1735 (port)

2g Me109

2g Me109

12
(6)

11 Oct 40,
1100

P

Southend-on-Sea, 2430
(terror attack)

2

Deal, 1936 (terror attack)

1g Me109

3g Me109

7
(6)

11 Oct 40,
1415

Q

Biggin Hill, 2024 (airfield)

2

Maidstone, 2028
(terror attack)

1g Me109

1g Me109

6
(3)

12 Oct 40

R

London, 2323 (railways)

2

Hawkinge, 1834 (airfield)

1g Me109

1g Me109

5
(3)

12 Oct 40,
1400

S

Woolwich, 2325 (arsenal)

2

Biggin Hill, 2024
(airfield)

1g Me109

1g Me109

5
(3)

13 Oct 40,
1200

T

Waterloo, 2323 (railways)

2

West Malling, 2027
(airfield)

1g Me109

1g Me109

5
(3)

15 Oct 40

U

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

2g Me109

3
(3)

20 Oct 40,
0945

V

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

2g Me109

3
(3)

20 Oct40,
1030
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Chit
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Target, Hex (Type)

LF

Alternate Target, Hex
(Type)

Bombers

Fighters

VPs
(RL)

Date, Time

W

Central London, 2323
(government)

2

Kenley, 2023 (airfield)

1s Do17

3g Me109

2
(5)

25 Oct 40

X

Central London, 2323
(government)

2

North Weald, 2725
(airfield)

1g Me109

3g Me109

6
(6)

25 Oct 40

Y

Thames Estuary, 2332
(convoy)

2

Ramsgate, 2137 (port)

2g Me109

–

13
(3)

26 Oct 40

Z

Martlesham, 3335 (airfield)

2

Felixstowe, 3136 (port)

1s Erpro 210

–

2
(0.5)

27 Oct 40,
1645

AA

Southampton, 1312 (port)

3

Portsmouth, 1214 (port)

1g Me109

1g Me109

6
(3)

27 Oct 40,
1645

BB

London, 2323 (railways)

2

West Malling, 2027
(airfield)

1g Me109

1g Me109

5
(3)

27 Oct 40,
1645

CC

Central London, 2323
(government)

2

Hornchurch, 2426
(airfield)

1g Me109

3g Me109

6
(6)

28 Oct 40,
1630

DD

North Weald, 2725 (airfield)

2

Rochford, 2530
(airfield)

1g Me109 ¶

1g Me109

5
(3)

29 Oct 40,
1640

EE

Ramsgate, 2137 (port)

2

Deal, 1936 (terror
attack)

1s BR.20

1g CR.42

2
(4)

29 Oct 40

1g G.50

FF

Thames Estuary, 2332
(convoy)

2

Ramsgate, 2137 (port)

1g Ju87

2g Me109

12
(4.5)

1 Nov 40

GG

Dover, 1736 (convoy)

2

Felixstowe, 3136 (port)

1g Ju87

2g Me109

14
(4.5)

1 Nov 40

HH

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

1g CR.42

2
(3)

1 Nov 40

1g G.50
II

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

2g Me109

3
(3)

5 Nov 40

JJ

Freie Jagd

3

–

–

2g Me109

3
(3)

5 Nov 40

KK

Thames Estuary, 2332
(convoy)

2

Ramsgate, 2137 (port)

1g Ju87

4g Me109

13
(7.5)

7 Nov 40

LL

Thames Estuary, 2332
(convoy)

2

Deal, 1936
(terror attack)

1g Ju87

2g Me109

12
(4.5)

8 Nov 40

MM

Essex Coast, 2936 (convoy)

2

Harwich, 3135 (port)

1g Ju87

2g Me109

12
(4.5)

8 Nov 40

NN

Thames Estuary, 2332
(convoy)

2

Southend, 2430
(terror attack)

1g Ju87

4g Me109

13
(7.5)

11 Nov 40

OO

Essex Coast, 2936 (convoy) 3

2

Harwich, 3135 (port)

1g BR.20

1g CR.42

8
(6)

11 Nov 40

1g G.50
1g Me109
PP

Dover, 1736 (convoy)

2

Felixstowe, 3136 (port)

1g Ju87

3g Me109

14
(6)

14 Nov 40

QQ

Martlesham, 3335 (airfield)

2

Felixstowe, 3136 (port)

1s Erpro 210

3g Me109

3
(5)

17 Nov 40

RR

Freie Jagd

2

–

–

1g CR.42

2
(3.5)

28 Nov 40

4
(5)

5 Dec 40

1g G.50
1s Me109
SS

Hawkinge, 1834 (airfield)

2

Canterbury, 2033
(terror attack)
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HISTORICAL NOTES
1
The raid formed up late. As a result the Me109s had to
return early, leaving the Me110s as escort.
2

Bombers identified as coming from KG2.

3

The G.50s and Me109s failed to form up on the raid
because of bad weather. The subsequent under-escorted
Italian attack was mauled by the RAF.

Scenario 5 Optional Rules
Only use these rules if both players agree. They may affect the
game balance. At the start of the Luftwaffe Planning Phase
pick one or more of these optional rules, or roll one die and
apply the result from the table below:
Roll
1-3

4-5

Result
73 Squadron. Set up 73 Squadron (Hurricane) at
Castle Camps airfield in Debden sector. It begins
the scenario Available. Its status is Vc, VHF.
DESIGN NOTE: 73 Squadron was a night fighter
unit kept out of the day fighting. This option makes
it available for day interception.
87 Squadron. Delete the Green status of 87
Squadron (Hurricane).
DESIGN NOTE: All of Filton sector’s squadrons
were Category ‘B’ or ‘C’ squadrons, which means they
were unready for combat, comprising novice pilots
and resting veterans. This alternate history option
assumes 87 Squadron, the sole Category ‘B’ unit,
could be quickly brought up to Category ‘A’ status.
VHF Conversion Completed. All RAF squadrons
use VHF radio.

6

Scenario 5 Campaign Surge Rates
Number of
games in
a day
4
3
2

Surge

Play one game with: 1-3 chits; and three games
with 1 chit.
Play one game with: 1-3 chits; and two games
with 1 chit.
Play one game with: 1-3 chits; and one game
with 1 chit.

Battle of Britain Notes
CORPO AEREO ITALIANO
Unwanted by the Germans, the Italian air expeditionary
force arrived in Belgium as the battle wound down.
Mussolini hoped to score morale victories for the Italian
press, but Generale Rino Corso Fougier’s air force was
outclassed. Biplane CR.42s were no match for monoplane
Hurricanes and after the 11 November debacle the
Italians settled in for some desultory night bombing. They
finally quit the battle in January 1941.

HF AND VHF R/T
The RAF had hoped to equip all their squadrons with
VHF radio-telephones by the time the Battle of Britain
started, but supply holdups and losses at Dunkirk
forced Dowding to order the reinstallation of the
TR.9D HF radio set until sufficient stocks and spares
for the TR.1133 VHF system became available.
The HF set was not only short-ranged (around 3540 miles), but reception was poor. It was subject to
interference and it only had two channels, of which
only one was for voice (the second was for ‘Pipsqueak’,
see below). For ease of control each squadron had
to operate on a separate frequency, so the lack of
channels prevented HF-equipped squadrons from
talking to each other in the air. This made wing
coordination somewhat difficult.
By contrast the VHF system had excellent reception
and four channels (two reserved for ‘Guard’ emergency
broadcasts). Range in good conditions was over a
hundred miles. In The Burning Blue the range and the
presence of a dedicated VHF relay network means the
system is treated as having unlimited range.
PIPSQUEAK
Though the RAF used the Observer Corps and RDF
to track Luftwaffe raids, a separate mechanism was
employed to track their own squadrons in the air. High
Frequency Direction Finding, or HF/DF was the tool. A
clockwork timing device attached to the RAF fighter’s
radio would broadcast a constant tone for fourteen
seconds in every minute. Special receiving stations in
each sector could pick up these ‘Pipsqueak’ signals
and provide bearings for the sector to triangulate on.
The timers for each squadron in a sector could be
synchronised so that the quarter-minute Pipsqueak
broadcasts did not overlap. However, this effectively
limited a sector to control of no more than four
squadrons at a time (see rule 23.2.3).
‘BROWN JOBS’
The British Army, or ‘Brown Jobs’ as the RAF dubbed
them, were responsible for Ack-Ack. Anti-aircraft
gunnery had barely progressed since World War I,
and at the altitudes the Luftwaffe operated, heavy AckAck was so impotent it did little more than scare the
Germans. New technology was being deployed, but the
Mark I gun-laying radar was, at this stage of the war,
an immature system without the technical support or
experience to make it effective. The major effect of
heavy Ack-Ack was to provide comfort for civilians on
the ground and also to point out the enemy for RAF
squadrons, who could home in on the shell bursts.
Light Ack-Ack, in particular the excellent Bofors gun,
was in critically short supply. The Naval 2-pounder was
drafted in to help, but often LAA defence comprised
improvised batteries of World War I vintage Lewis
machineguns. Even these were able to exact a toll on
Germans who flew too low.
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Q U I C K S TA RT S C E N A R I O S
Quick Start scenarios are designed to get players into playing
the game quickly, by providing them with all the information
for setting up a game. These scenarios are pre-prepared,
including pre-planned and plotted raids. It is recommended
that players intending to play the RAF do not look at these
plans.
Quick Start scenarios are based on actual, historical raids, so
order of battle information listing the units that took part
historically is given.
Two Quick Start scenarios are provided in this game. More
may be released by GMT Games in future supplements and
magazine articles.
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Q U I C K S TA R T A :
FIRST TEST
Background
The Battle of Britain opened on 10 July 1940. The morning
rain had given way to patches of clear sky and cloud. The
Luftwaffe had spotted convoy ‘Bread’ attempting to pass
through the Straits of Dover. This was the sort of target of
opportunity that Göring had ordered his commanders to
attack and so Oberst Johannes Fink, Kommodore of KG2,
rapidly organised a striking force of Dorniers.

The expected time it takes to play the scenario.

Shortly before 1:30 PM a force of 70+ aircraft were detected
forming up south of Calais. A flight from 32 Squadron
was ordered to orbit the convoy while aircraft from four
more squadrons were scrambled. When the forces met the
Luftwaffe would have the advantage of numbers but the RAF,
with their early warning, would have the benefit of height.

The historical date of the scenario.

Scenario Details

The time of day the scenario begins and the sun
direction.

Scenario Length: This should take less than an hour to play.

Quick Start Scenario Format
The Quick Start scenarios list the following information:

Weather counters and their placement.

Scenario: This is a ready set-up scenario based on scenario 1.
Use all rules for scenario 1.

Any additional special rules that apply to this playthrough.

Date: 10 July 1940.

Raid chits, VP total and Response Level.

Weather Counters: There are no crosswinds.

Raids and their plotted courses. The raid information is
considered to incorporate the results of form up rolls, so
no such rolls are required in a Quick Start game.
Luftwaffe counter placement on the map.

Time of Day: 1:30 PM; Sun: SE
All weather zones are considered to have Patchy Cloud at
Angels 4. Take weather counter B1 and place it on its Good
side in the Straits of Dover as a reminder.
Special Rules: The target hex for Raid Chit A is 1736 and the
VP is 9. This is different from the target hex and VP listed in
scenario 1.

Channel patrol units.
Dummy form up counters.
RAF set-up.
Note that Quick Starts are based on an existing scenario, so
use all the rules and special rules from that scenario.

56 Squadron has been assigned to the forward airfield at
Manston.

Luftwaffe Planning and Set Up

Setting Up a Quick Start Scenario

The RAF player must not read this section.

Much of the set up and planning of the scenario has already
been completed. Players perform the following truncated
pre-game steps:

Raid Chit: A.

TIME OF DAY PHASE. Place clock and sun counters as
directed by the scenario information. Place the Air Picture
counter in the Good box of the Air Picture Track, the VP
counters at 0 and the RAF Response counters as the scenario
directs.

Luftwaffe Plan Overview: The Germans will come over as a
single raid with both the Me109s and Me110s acting as escort.
The bombers will use the cloud at Angels 4 as cover for their
attack and dive bomb the convoy from that altitude. Note
this means they will NOT get the dive bombing column shift
when they attack; the Raid Chit A VPs have been adjusted
accordingly (see the special rules).

WEATHER DETERMINATION PHASE. Place weather
counters as the scenario directs.
LUFTWAFFE PLANNING PHASE. The scenario lists and
describes the Luftwaffe plan. Fill out a log sheet to match the
plan.
LUFTWAFFE SET UP PHASE. The Luftwaffe player pulls out
the units he will use and places them on the raid display and
Channel Patrol Display. He places form up counters for all
raids listed as having a form up counter placed at the start.
RAF SET UP PHASE. The RAF player places squadrons on
the Tote Board and map as listed, and fills out a log sheet.

VP Total (Response Level): VPs 9 (RL 3)
Raid chit A forms raid Hostile 01.

RAID DESCRIPTIONS
The following list describes the raid target and plans. Units
are listed by ID, (task) and altitude in angels. Recovery times
for fighters are given in [square brackets].
HOSTILE 01
Form Up: Hermelhingen, 1341; 1:30 PM. Place a form up
counter at start and a 100+ strength counter.
Target: Dover Straits (convoy), 1736.

START PLAY. The scenario starts play.
© GMT Games LLC, 2006
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Units: III KG2 (bombing), Angels 4; III ZG26 (close escort),
Angels 4 [4:25 PM]; I JG51 (top cover), Angels 8 [3:05 PM].
CHANNEL PATROL
There is no Channel patrol.
DUMMY FORM UP COUNTERS
Do not place any dummy form up counters in this scenario.
LUFTWAFFE PLANNING MAP

Q U I C K S TA RT B : G O O G LY
Background
The morning of ‘Adler Tag’ had been something of a balls-up
for the Luftwaffe. Morning raids had been cancelled due to
weather, but some units had failed to receive the recall and
took losses. In the afternoon, with skies looking clearer, the
‘big lick’ was on again. This would be one of the handful
of times that the Luftwaffe would coordinate simultaneous
attacks from Luftflotte 2 and 3 to stretch the RAF defence.

Scenario Details
Scenario Length: This should take around 5-6 hours to play.
Scenario: This is a ready set-up scenario based on scenario 2.
Use all rules for scenario 2.
Date: 13 August 1940.
Time of Day: 3:30 PM; Sun: SW
Weather Counters: There are no crosswinds.

RAF Set Up
Only five RAF squadrons—32, 56, 64, 74 and 111—are used in
this scenario. Do not set up any other RAF units.
Deploy 32 Squadron (Hurricane) into flights. Set up ‘C’
Flight (Hurricane) orbiting the convoy in hex 1736 at Angels
10. It has used 6 game turns of endurance (0h30). Set up
‘D’ Flight (Hurricane) on the Tote Board at Biggin Hill in
Available state.
74 Squadron sets up within two hexes of Hornchurch airfield
at Angels 8. 111 Squadron sets up within two hexes of Croydon
airfield at Angels 8. Both these units have used 2 game turns
of endurance (0h10) at the start of play.
56 Squadron sets up at Manston airfield at Angels 0. This
unit has used 1 game turn of endurance (0h05) at the start
of play.
64 Squadron sets up Ready on the Tote Board at Kenley
airfield.
RAF RESPONSE COUNTERS
Set the RAF Response counters at the start of play to 3.5.

Aftermath
32 Squadron had difficulty engaging the Dorniers, who were
using the cover of cloud. But as the bombers approached
convoy ‘Bread’ they were surprised by a head-on attack from
111 Squadron in line abreast, breaking up the formation.
Only one bomb from KG2 scored a hit, sinking a 700-ton
sloop. Meanwhile, 56 Squadron manhandled the Me110s and
64 Squadron arrived late to harass them back to France.
In all the raiders lost three Me110s, three Do17s and one
Me109 for just one RAF casualty (P/O Higgs, of 111 Sqn.).
Not only had the raid been a failure, but the Zerstörers had
been revealed as a liability.

Place weather counters in the following weather zones. The
side column lists whether the counter should be placed on its
good or bad weather side:
Zone

Counter

Side

Filton

B8

Good

Middle Wallop

B2

Good

Tangmere

Y4

Good

Northolt

Y8

Bad

Debden

Y3

Bad

North Weald

B12

Bad

Hornchurch

B10

Good

Biggin Hill

G2

Good

Kenley

B9

Good

Duxford

G6

Good

London

Y6 & Haze 0-4

(Y6) Good

English Channel

G1

Good

Straits of Dover

B6

Good

North Sea

B3

Good

France

G8

Good

Special Rules: Four raid chits are used in this game instead of
three for a regular game of scenario 2.
In the Random Events Phase of 3:45 PM apply a Weather
Change random event in addition to the rolled event.
Hex 2029, containing Detling, always uses the weather for
the Biggin Hill weather zone and ignores the weather in the
Hornchurch weather zone.
The 19 Squadron at Eastchurch optional rule in scenario 2 is
in effect. The squadron must set up Ready at Eastchurch.
The Ventnor Bombed optional rule in scenario 2 is in effect.
All Luftflotte 3 fighters will base from Cherbourg [17.1.3].
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The RAF player must not read this section. For the Luftwaffe
planning map, see page 35.

HOSTILE 05
Form Up: Cherbourg; 3:50 PM. Place a form up counter at
3:45 PM.

Raid Chits: M, N, O, P.

Target: Warmwell, 1003; Alt Tgt: Portland, 0802.

VP Total (Response Level): VPs 74 (RL 16.5)

Units: I StG1 (bombing), Angels 14; II JG53 (top cover),
Angels 18 [5:15 PM].

Raid chit M forms raids Hostile 01, 02 and 03.

Raid chit P forms raid Hostile 10.

Hostile 05 Special Rule: If raid Hostile 05 is diverted when it
reaches its target at Warmwell then Hostile 06 does not split
off and fly to Yeovil but instead continues with Hostile 05 to
attack the alternate target at Portland.

Broadly, the Luftwaffe is launching a coordinated attack from
Luftflotten 2 and 3 simultaneously. The following plans are
what the Luftwaffe did historically.

HOSTILE 06
Form Up: Cherbourg; 3:50 PM. Forms up as raid Hostile 05
(see note below).

Raid chit N forms raids Hostile 04, 05, 06.
Raid chit O forms raids Hostile 07, 08, 09.

Luftflotte 3 Plan Overview: Ju87 Stukas will attack Warmwell
and Yeovil with a Gruppe of Freie Jagd preceding it. Three
strongly escorted bomber formations will attack 10 and 11
Group airfields deep inland.
Luftflotte 2 Plan Overview: Erpro 210 will launch a fast strike
on Rochford aerodrome. Two Gruppen of Ju87s will launch
unescorted raids on the airfield at Detling and the aircraft
factory at Rochester. They will be preceded by a Geschwaderstrength (i.e., 3 Gruppen) Freie Jagd of Me109s.
RAID DESCRIPTIONS
The following list of raids describes their targets and plans.
Units are listed by ID, (task) and altitude in angels. Recovery
times for fighters are given in [square brackets].

Target: Yeovil, 1401; Alt Tgt: Portland, 0802.
Units: II StG2 (bombing), Angels 14; III ZG76 (top cover),
Angels 18 [6:55 PM].
PLANNING NOTE: Hostile Raids 05 and 06 form up together
as a single raid. (Use the Hostile 05 counter to represent the
combined raid.) The raids split into two upon reaching Warmwell,
with Hostile 06 continuing on to Yeovil.
HOSTILE 07
Form Up: Cap Gris-Nez, 1438; 3:40 PM. Place a form up
counter at start, but no strength counter.
Target: Detling, 2029; Alt Tgt: Manston, 2136.
Units: IV LG1 (bombing), Angels 14.

HOSTILE 01
Form Up: Cherbourg; 3:30 PM. Place a form up counter at
start, with a 30+ strength counter .

HOSTILE 08
Form Up: Coquelles, 1540; 3:40 PM. Place a form up counter at
start, but no strength counter.

Target: Boscombe Down, 1709; Alt Tgt: Southampton, 1312.

Target: Rochester, 2228; Alt Tgt: Manston, 2136.

Units: I LG1 (bombing), Angels 16; I JG27 and II JG27 (top
cover), Angels 20 [4:55 PM].

Units: II StG1 (bombing), Angels 14.

HOSTILE 02
Form Up: Cherbourg; 3:30 PM. Place a form up counter at
start, with a 30+ strength counter.
Target: Middle Wallop, 1710; Alt Tgt: Southampton, 1312.
Units: III LG1 (bombing), Angels 16; I ZG2 (close escort),
Angels 16; II ZG2 (top cover), Angels 20 [6:35 PM].
HOSTILE 03
Form Up: Cherbourg; 3:30 PM. Place a form up counter at
start, with a 30+ strength counter.
Target: Worthy Down, 1612; Alt Tgt: Southampton, 1312.
Units: II LG1 (bombing), Angels 16; I JG2 and II JG2 (top
cover), Angels 20 [4:55 PM].
HOSTILE 04
Form Up: Cherbourg; 3:45 PM. Place a form up counter at
3:40 PM.
Target: Freie Jagd. Orbit hex 1003.
Units: I JG53 (Freie Jagd), Angels 24 [5:05 PM].

HOSTILE 09
Form Up: Cap Gris-Nez, 1438; 3:40 PM. Place a form up
counter at start, with a 40+ strength counter.
Target: Freie Jagd. Orbit hex 2129.
Units: I JG26, II JG26, III JG26 (Freie Jagd), Angels 24
[5:00 PM].
HOSTILE 10
Form Up: Calais, 1640; 3:30 PM. Place a form up counter at
start, but no strength counter.
Target: Rochford, 2530; Alt Tgt: Canterbury, 2033.
Units: Erpro 210 (bombing), Angels 12 [5:00 PM]; I ZG26 (top
cover), Angels 16 [6:05 PM].
CHANNEL PATROL
The Channel patrol comprises I JG54, II JG54 and two Staffeln
of Me109. Place them in boxes 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the Channel
Patrol Display, respectively.
DUMMY FORM UP COUNTERS
Do not place any dummy form up counters in this scenario.
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RAF Set Up
Set up 65 Sqn. orbiting Dover at Angels 10. It has used 6 game
turns of endurance (0h30).

Battle of Britain Notes

The remaining RAF units are set up on the Tote Board at
their airfields in the following readiness states:

The Chain Home radar system was rushed into service
in the years just prior to the war. This was possible
because of Robert Watson-Watt’s ‘cult of the imperfect’.
Watson-Watt, who led Britain’s radar program, insisted
that they build not the best or second-best possible
system, but the third-best. So it was that the RAF
deployed a crude but workable early warning radar
while other nations were still perfecting theirs.

Squadron

Airfield

State

87 Sqn.

Exeter

Avail

213 Sqn.

Exeter

Ready

609 Sqn.

Middle Wallop

Ready

152 Sqn.

Warmwell

Avail

234 Sqn.

Middle Wallop

Ready

249 Sqn.

Boscombe Down

Avail

43 Sqn.

Tangmere

Ready

601 Sqn.

Tangmere

Ready

602 Sqn.

Westhampnett

Avail

Northolt

Ready

615 Sqn.

Kenley

Avail

64 Sqn.

Kenley

Ready

Croydon

Ready

54 Sqn.

Hornchurch

Avail

74 Sqn.

Hornchurch

Ready

56 Sqn.

North Weald

Ready

151 Sqn.

North Weald

Avail

17 Sqn.

Martlesham

Avail

85 Sqn.

Debden

Avail

257 Sqn.

Debden

Ready

32 Sqn.

Biggin Hill

Ready

610 Sqn.

Biggin Hill

Ready

501 Sqn.

Gravesend

Ready

19 Sqn.

Eastchurch

Ready

1 Sqn.

111 Sqn.

CHAIN HOME RADAR

Chain Home stations comprised arrays of metre-wave
transmitter and receiver towers two to three hundred
feet high. Radar operators and engineers were housed
in huts nearby.
The race to commission and expand the Chain Home
chain stressed the system. There was a shortage of
technical and scientific personnel. Radar operatives
(including many women operators) lacked experience.
Stations operated without adequate calibration.
Given all the problems, it’s a wonder the system worked
as well as it did. Operators could determine from their
scopes a bearing to a target, numbers of aircraft and
their height. Errors in numbers and altitude were
common, but still the system provided sufficient
early warning for controllers to scramble interceptors
against raids. Only against very low and very high
altitude aircraft did Chain Home have problems.
Chain Home Low was a late addition to the chain. This
was a more advanced, centimetre-wave radar, originally
designed to detect ships. It used small aerials mounted
on a rotating platform rather than tall towers. With
shorter range than Chain Home but capable of more
accurate bearings, it could detect low-flying raiders.
BALLOONS

RAF RESPONSE COUNTERS
Set the RAF Response counters at the start of play to 1.

Aftermath
The afternoon waves achieved mixed bombing results due
to cloud that rolled in from the north. Rochford airfield
was covered in a thick clag that prevented Erpro 210 from
bombing, while II StG1 failed to find Rochester. Only at
Detling were significant results achieved, though this was on a
non-Fighter Command airfield.
The Stuka raid on Yeovil elected not to press on to its target
and diverted with I StG1 to attack Portland naval base. The
whole of 10 Group rose to stop them and a Staffel of II StG2
was massacred. Meanwhile, Ju88 raids across Hampshire
achieved little because of cloud, with I LG1 diverting to bomb
the docks at Southampton.
It was an inauspicious end to a disappointing day for the
Luftwaffe.

RAF Balloon Command deployed balloon barrages
to protect key targets from low altitude attacks. The
standard ‘Low Zone’ balloon could rise to 5,000 feet,
but its steel cable was not a great hazard to aircraft, as
an impact from a wing could usually snap it. However,
weak links were sited near the top and bottom of the
cable. The shock of an aircraft impacting would break
the links which would then deploy small parachutes.
With the cable wrapped around a wing, the drag from
the parachutes would slow the aircraft below stalling
speed and drop it from the sky.
PARACHUTE AND CABLE ROCKETS
Parachute rockets were a ground-based weapon that
could be launched vertically, trailing a cable. The
motor exhausted, they would descend by parachute.
The cable operated like that of a balloon (see above)
and deployed parachutes to drag aircraft down. On 18
August at Kenley airfield, a barrier of rockets was fired
into the path of 9.KG76’s low-altitude raid. At least one
Dornier was brought down by the parachute cables,
with light Ack-Ack inflicting more casualties.
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D U X F O R D W I N G TA B L E S
In the RAF Set-Up Phase roll two dice on the following
tables to determine the 12 Group squadrons attached to the
Duxford Wing. Use the table appropriate to the scenario.
Squadrons are assigned to Duxford (Duxf’d) or Fowlmere
(F’mere) airfields.

2-4

Squadrons

Status

5-6

310 Czech (Hurricane)
302 Polish (Hurricane)

HF

Duxf’d

Vc, HF

Duxf’d

310 Czech (Hurricane)
19 (Spitfire)

Airfields

HF

Duxf’d

Vc, HF

F’mere

HF

Duxf’d

Vc, HF

F’mere

HF

Duxf’d

HF

F’mere

Vc, HF

F’mere

HF

Duxf’d

Vc, HF

F’mere

HF

Duxf’d
F’mere

242 Canadian (Hurricane)

HF

Duxf’d

HF

Duxf’d

302 Polish (Hurricane)

HF

Duxf’d

Vc, HF

F’mere

HF

Duxf’d

Vc, HF

F’mere

242 Canadian (Hurricane)

HF

Duxf’d

HF

Duxf’d

Vc, HF

F’mere

4-6

HF

Duxf’d

616 South Yorkshire (Spitfire)

Vc, HF

F’mere

310 Czech (Hurricane)

HF

Duxf’d

19 (Spitfire)

Vc, HF

F’mere

7-8

11-12 611 West Lancashire (Spitfire)

Vc, HF

Duxf’d

302 Polish (Hurricane)

310 Czech (Hurricane)

HF

Duxf’d

611 West Lancashire (Spitfire)

Vc, HF

F’mere

310 Czech (Hurricane)

19 (Spitfire)

Status

Vc, HF

310 Czech (Hurricane)
19 (Spitfire)

616 South Yorkshire (Spitfire)

611 West Lancashire (Spitfire)

310 Czech (Hurricane)
7-10

302 Polish (Hurricane)

74 Tiger (Spitfire)

242 Canadian (Hurricane)
19 (Spitfire)

Squadrons

Airfields

310 Czech (Hurricane)
19 (Spitfire)

2

3

242 Canadian (Hurricane)
611 West Lancashire (Spitfire)

Roll

19 (Spitfire)

Scenario 3
Roll

Scenario 4

19 (Spitfire)
9

242 Canadian (Hurricane)
611 West Lancashire (Spitfire)

Battle of Britain Notes
THE DUXFORD ‘BIG WING’
The attacks on southeast England sidelined 12 Group
and left many pilots champing at the bit for action. 12
Group commanders were frustrated by the ‘scraps’
given them by Air Vice-Marshal Keith Park, AOC 11
Group, who only called on them to cover the airfields
north of the Thames and then often requested
assistance too late. Tensions grew between Park and his
12 Group counterpart, Leigh-Mallory.
Then Squadron Leader Douglas Bader of 242 Sqn.
suggested to Leigh-Mallory that 12 Group should
intervene in the battles further south by sending large
wing formations to bust up the raids. Leigh-Mallory
enthusiastically championed this ‘Big Wing’ plan.
The exploits of the Duxford ‘Big Wing’ have been
dogged by controversy, in part because of the
exaggerated kill claims made by Bader’s squadrons,
but also because of the operational failings of the wing.
The Duxford wing sometimes took so long to scramble
and form into a Balbo that it never met the enemy.
Up to September 1940 Duxford was used as a forward
airfield for 12 Group squadrons operating in support of
11 Group. Though claims have been made that Bader,
leading 242 Sqn., carefully planned and practiced the
Balbo, it seems the arrangement was far more ad hoc.
“We never did any practice sorties as a Wing,” said the
CO of 310 Sqn., “we just went off on an operational
patrol together one day with Douglas leading.” The

310 Czech (Hurricane)
19 (Spitfire)
10-12 242 Canadian (Hurricane)
616 South Yorkshire (Spitfire)
310 Czech (Hurricane)
19 (Spitfire)

HF

Duxf’d

Vc, HF

F’mere

HF

Duxf’d

Vc, HF

F’mere

HF

Duxf’d

Vc, HF

F’mere

HF

Duxf’d

Vc, HF

F’mere

HF

Duxf’d

Vc, HF

F’mere

‘Big Wing’ operations appear to have begun on 6
September, just in time to fight the massive London
raids of 7 September onwards.
The reputation of the Duxford ‘Big Wing’ rests in
part on its performance during the big raid days
of September, where engagements against large
formations resulted in huge claims. However, Bader’s
frustration with the number of uneventful days led
him to disregard instructions and freelance his wing
over Kent and the sea in search of action. These sorties
alarmed 11 Group and AVM Park was apoplectic.
Park attempted to integrate the Big Wing in the later
battle, but the Luftwaffe’s change in tactics to the use
of high, fast Jabos made the Wing unworkable. The
Big Wing’s successes mostly came in the week of 7-15
September when the Germans employed large, massed
raids at their maximum depth of penetration.
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L U F T WA F F E O R D E R O F
B AT T L E , L U F T F L OT T E 2

Corpo Aereo Italiano (CAI), Regia Aeronautica
(Scenario 5 only)

Gruppen are listed as Gruppe Geschwader (Aircraft Type)
assigned airfield. A (§) means the unit is Staffel-sized.

11º Gruppo (BR.20M)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

43º Gruppo (BR.20M)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

98º Gruppo (BR.20M)

Luftflotte 2 bombers
Luftflotte 2 bombers

I KG1 (He111)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

99º Gruppo (BR.20M)

II KG1 (He111)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

18º Gruppo (CR.42)

Ursel

III KG1 (He111)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

20º Gruppo (G.50)

Ursel

I KG2 (Do17)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

II KG2 (Do17)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

III KG2 (Do17)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

I KG3 (Do17)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

II KG3 (Do17)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

III KG3 (Do17)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

I KG4 (He111)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

II KG4 (He111)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

III KG4 (Ju88)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

I KG53 (He111)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

II KG53 (He111)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

III KG53 (He111)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

I KG76 (Do17)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

II KG76 (Ju88)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

III KG76 (Do17)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

II StG1 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

IV LG1 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

Erprobungsgruppe 210

Calais-Marck

I LG1 (Ju88)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

I JG3 (Me109)

Colembert

II LG1 (Ju88)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

II JG3 (Me109)

Wierre-au-Bois

III LG1 (Ju88)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

III JG3 (Me109)

Desvres

I KG27 (He111)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

I JG26 (Me109)

Audembert

II KG27 (He111)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

II JG26 (Me109)

Marquise

III KG27 (He111)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

III JG26 (Me109)

Caffiers

I KG51 (Ju88)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

I JG51 (Me109)

Pihen

II KG51 (Ju88)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

II JG51 (Me109)

Marquise

III KG51 (Ju88)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

III JG51 (Me109)

St-Omer

I KG54 (Ju88)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

I JG52 (Me109)

Coquelles

II KG54 (Ju88)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

II JG52 (Me109)

Peuplingues

I KG55 (He111)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

I JG54 (Me109)

Guînes

II KG55 (He111)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

II JG54 (Me109)

Hermelinghen

III KG55 (He111)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

III JG54 (Me109)

Guînes

V LG1 (Me110)

Caen

I LG2 (Me109)

Calais-Marck

I JG2 (Me109)

Caen

I ZG26 (Me110)

Yvrench

II JG2 (Me109)

Caen

II ZG26 (Me110)

Crécy-en-Ponthieu

III JG2 (Me109)

Caen

III ZG26 (Me110)

Barly

I JG53 (Me109)

Cherbourg

II ZG76 (Me110) §

Abbeville

III ZG76 (Me110) §

Caen

Germany and Norway reinforcements (Scenarios 3, 4
and 5 only)
I JG77 (Me109)

Samer

I KG30 (Ju88)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

II KG30 (Ju88)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

L U F T WA F F E O R D E R O F
B AT T L E , L U F T F L OT T E 3
Gruppen are listed as Gruppe Geschwader (Aircraft Type)
assigned airfield. A (§) means the unit is Staffel-sized.
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L U F T WA F F E O R D E R O F
B AT T L E , L U F T F L OT T E 3 / 2
These forces are attached to Luftflotte 3 for scenarios 1 and 2,
then can be attached to Luftflotte 3 or 2 for scenarios 3, 4 and
5. The right-hand column shows the airfields for attachments
to LF2. Gruppen are listed as Gruppe Geschwader (Aircraft
Type) assigned airfield.
LF

Scenarios 1 and 2

LF

Scenarios 3, 4 and 5

3

I JG27 (Me109)

Cherbourg

2

I JG27 (Me109)

Le Touquet-Étaples

3

II JG27 (Me109)

Cherbourg

2

II JG27 (Me109)

Montreuil

3

III JG27 (Me109)

Cherbourg

2

III JG27 (Me109)

Sempy

3

II JG53 (Me109)

Cherbourg

2

II JG53 (Me109)

Wissant

3

III JG53 (Me109)

Cherbourg

2

III JG53 (Me109)

Wissant

3

I ZG2 (Me110)

Caen

2

I ZG2 (Me110)

Caen

3

II ZG2 (Me110)

Caen

2

II ZG2 (Me110)

Caen

3

I StG1 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

2

I StG1 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

3

III StG1 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

2

III StG1 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

3

I StG2 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

2

I StG2 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

3

II StG2 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

2

II StG2 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

3

I StG3 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

2

I StG3 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

3

I StG77 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

2

I StG77 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

3

II StG77 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

2

II StG77 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

3

III StG77 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 3 bombers

2

III StG77 (Ju87)

Luftflotte 2 bombers

D E S I G N E R ’ S N OT E S
By Lee Brimmicombe-Wood
Though there have been many games on the Battle of Britain,
most emphasize the strategic battle and often fail to deal with
the tactical fighting in depth. The Burning Blue’s focus is
purely on the battles between the RAF fighter controllers and
the Luftwaffe, rather than strategy. It recreates the minuteby-minute interaction of air raids and defenders, pitching
the Luftwaffe’s raid planning against the RAF’s integrated air
defence system.
METHODOLOGY
I wanted to reproduce the procedures used by RAF fighter
controllers. The plotting board map, clock and track counters
all reproduce actual practice. However, the emphasis on
fighter control means that events below this command
level—the minutiae of squadron intercepts and fighting—are
highly abstract.

ILLUSTRATION: The three iconic fighters of the Battle of
Britain, the Hurricane I, Spitfire I and Me109E, shown
to scale.

I decided to drive the gameplay using a database of the actual
raids launched in the battle. The Historical Raid Tables list
every major Luftwaffe daylight raid of the Battle of Britain.
The exception is Scenario 5, where the proliferation of
small Jabo raids resulted in a deliberate choice to depict
‘highlights’ from the period. Nuisance raids by lone aircraft
and formations of less than Staffel strength have also been
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ignored. (These nuisance raids were common only on days
of exceptionally bad weather, which are not depicted in the
game.) A variety of sources were used to compile the raid
database, but conflicting accounts may have created errors,
for which I take any blame.

units transferred back late in the fourth phase to support
Sperrle’s raids on Yeovil and the Bristol area. In the absence
of a schedule of transfers, it was easier to let 3/2 units operate
in either Luftflotte from scenario 3 onward and assume they
were available as needed.

The size of raid forces has proven difficult to ascertain. In
many cases, particularly late in the campaign, losses meant
that Gruppen operated severely understrength. So some raids
have been assessed on the basis of their raw strength, on the
Gruppen-equivalents that took part. For example, technically
seven bomber Gruppen took part in the mid-afternoon raid
of 15 September (Raid Chit O, scenario 4). However, we rate
the bomber force as only five Gruppen-equivalents in size.

COMMAND AND CONTROL
RAF controllers operated with information that was
5-6 minutes old, which is why RAF units move before the
Luftwaffe. The Luftwaffe did not have ground control of their
bombers and fighters, so they act according to pre-plotted
orders. RAF controllers had a picture of what was happening
in the air and could pass this information to their squadrons
while the Luftwaffe largely functioned ‘blind’. Luftwaffe
monitoring of RAF radio chatter may have provided warnings
to Gruppen, but it was not a coherent air picture.

I didn’t want players to construct their own Luftwaffe raids.
The historical tables are more likely to generate the wide
variety of attacks seen in the battle than any generic raid
creation rules. They are also true to the command level of
the game. The selection of targets and the allocation of forces
are well above the player’s ‘pay grade’. Instead, the challenge
for the Luftwaffe player is to do the best he can executing the
raids he is dealt by High Command.
The scenarios are built around the different phases of the
battle. I wanted to depict the distinct flavour of each phase to
show how the battle evolved tactically.
UNITS
Squadrons and Gruppen are the basic combat units,
permitting breakdowns into flights and Staffeln as necessary.
Smaller sections and pairs were not included as these tended
to be employed against small groups of raiders such as recon
flights. (That said, one of the game’s historical advisers recalls
being vectored in a section against a 200+ raid!)
Though some consideration was given during development
to allowing the Luftwaffe player control over the Staffeln
within a fighter Gruppe, this idea was discarded. It would
have led to inappropriate micromanagement of forces. We
treat Gruppen as single entities, even though in any given
combat only one or two Staffeln may actually be fighting.
There are no combat bonuses for elite units in the game.
It is difficult to identify units that stand out and it would
unhistorically bias players to favour certain units. For the
most part I assume units have a broadly similar distribution
of good and bad pilots and let the dice rolls differentiate.
Green unit status might affect player behaviour, but it was a
necessary addition to the rules to model those squadrons that
were flung into the battle unprepared.
ORDERS OF BATTLE
The RAF orders of battle are snapshots of each phase of
the battle. They do not show every unit that passed through
the main battle area. As the scenario 2 optional rule for 266
Squadron illustrates, some green units lasted just days in the
battle before casualties forced them out of the fight.
The Luftwaffe orders of battle are not complete either. Some
bomber units that came late to the battle, such as KG26 and
KG77, were purposely left out. The question of units that
transferred from Luftflotte 3 to 2 is a thorny one. The shift
happened part way through the third phase of the battle,
so for a while they still operated in Luftflotte 3. However,
it becomes apparent from the histories that some of those

The order and radio-telephony rules closely reflect the RAF’s
command and control arrangements. The mysteries of HF
radio were revealed by researching the Air Ministry archive.
I was able to reconstruct the R/T relay network from records
of telephone works, and this is the first time this information
has been published. The schedule for the changeover to VHF
R/T also came from unpublished Ministry files.
The Vector order change optional rule might not reflect the
actual disorder created by frequent order changes, but is a
good ‘design for effect’ rule that promotes good practice.
RAF Response Level values and early warning results are
based on a careful analysis of the historical response to raids.
My study showed that RAF controllers were initially tentative
in their response, always afraid of the feint or the second wave
of attacks. Later they became more confident, particularly
when it became clear the Luftwaffe was massing all its strength
at London. So for the early scenarios, it was necessary to
introduce the Response Level mechanism as a brake on the
RAF’s ability to throw squadrons at the Luftwaffe.
When it came to the scramble limits—the number of
squadrons scrambled in any game turn—I ran into the
limits of my knowledge. The game’s scramble limits match
history but I have yet to crack the code as to why the Group
controllers filtered squadrons into the air the way they did.
COMBAT
The combat system evolved significantly during development.
An early design calculated combat strength from the number
of aircraft in each unit. This proved rather cumbersome, and
the final mechanism resulted from a desire to speed play. It
also became clear that much of the killing in each squadron
was done by a core cadre of pilots, and numbers mattered
less than whether those cadres could maintain cohesion.
However, the old formula still echoes in the way that casualties
are tracked as individual aeroplanes.
Combat is based on the notion that massed air battles
conform to a law of diminishing returns: the larger the
force, the smaller the increase in killing effectiveness. This is
why Me109 Gruppen, with more than twice the aircraft of a
Spitfire squadron, are not twice as effective in a fight.
Victory is not all about shooting down enemies, of course.
Breaking up formations is far more important. Battle of
Britain veterans I spoke to emphasized that fighter units
flew apart quickly in combat. In general, few bomber
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formations were ever broken up to the extent that they’d
chicken out and run—bomber discipline was strong. But
for bombers, disruption effects represent the dispersal
of formations, damaged aircraft that peel away to create
stragglers, crews spooked into jettisoning their bombs early,
and other ‘frictional’ effects that impair the bombing attack.
For fighters, disruption also represents scatter, damage
and aircraft breaking for home due to low fuel or ammo.
For fighter Gruppen, a disruption level may equate to the
disintegration of an entire Staffel in combat.
The system of attacks and combat between whole units
imposes a slightly artificial structure on what was in reality
a very fluid situation. For example, there are anecdotal
examples of RAF squadrons sometimes splitting into flights
so that half the squadron could attack the bombers while the
remainder fended off fighters. Though we don’t let players
micromanage such actions, we assume events like this may
be happening within the back-and-forth of interception and
reaction. So a Late escort reaction might be because of just
such a squadron split. Late reaction may also model other
situations, such as when the escort engages a squadron but
a small number of RAF aircraft slip past, or simply when the
escorts arrive late for the fight.
The ‘up sun’ bonuses for interception caused considerable
debate during development. Were they literally the benefits
for ‘coming out of the sun’ or do they reflect the general
ability of attacking fighters to find an advantageous position
for the attack? The conclusion was that either case could be
true. The benefits of ‘up sun’ were not extended to escorts,
because their ties to the bomber formations made it less easy
to hunt down the RAF interceptors.
BOMBING AND VICTORY
Originally, the game’s scoring was based on the raw tonnage
of bombs dropped. During test, this proved unsatisfactory
and developed instead into a measure of how well the raid
performed its mission. Victory is judged not just by aircraft
shot down but by how well the RAF were able to break up and
disrupt the Luftwaffe raids.
The raid matching rule was a late addition, and is optional
because of the extra book-keeping work it brings. One RAF
objective was to oppose every raid, so the raid matching
column shift is not so much a bombing bonus as a reflection
of how air superiority has shifted to the Luftwaffe. Without
raid matching, the game is balanced against the Luftwaffe.
WEATHER
As noted earlier, extensive bad weather is not a feature of
the game. We are mostly interested in those periods of good
flying weather when large operations took place.
Keen eyes will notice that bad weather cannot be generated
over France. This is deliberate so as to avoid situations where
weather wins the RAF the game even before it has begun.
However, players are free to experiment by placing poor
weather on France if they wish.
BALBOS
The essence of the Big Wing is that it is slow to muster and will
degenerate into a shambles if attacked, but it is potentially
powerful. History shows that where Balbos engaged massed
bomber raids, some fighters always cut their way through to

the bombers. However, Balbos are only effective when the
Luftwaffe is operating at its maximum depth of penetration.
The form-up times and climb rates are derived from Air ViceMarshal Keith Park’s notes on three-squadron wings, which he
reckoned took twice as long to form as two-squadron wings.
FATIGUE
One question often asked is, why isn’t unit fatigue represented
in the game? Fatigue is the driving force of some Battle of
Britain wargames, restricting the players’ ability to scramble
units, but my research indicated this is incorrect. Though pilot
fatigue was ever-present, I couldn’t find hard evidence that it
was a significant factor limiting the operational effectiveness
of units. To put it plainly, there’s no evidence that fatigue
ever affected a fighter controller’s decision to scramble a
squadron. Most aircrew appear to have battled through
their tiredness. Though anecdotes claim there were aircraft
accidents and losses due to exhaustion, this was equally true
on both sides and probably cancelled each other out.
CASUALTIES
Casualties in the game represent aircraft actually shot down
as opposed to the kills claimed by each side. What does this
mean in terms of history?
If you were to count the number of aircraft shot up badly
enough to be scrapped or taken out of action for repairs,
you’d multiply the casualty figures between 1.5 and 2 times.
So a squadron with two Hurricanes shot down might have
another one or two aircraft badly damaged.
In general the RAF claimed roughly twice as many aircraft as
they actually shot down. The Luftwaffe claimed between twice
and three times their actual total of kills.

P L AY H I N T S
RAF PLAYER
Your response is constrained by the Response Levels, so it’s
important to identify the size and shape of the attack. Then
you can concentrate on the main threat: the bombers.
RDF and Observers will discern the rough shape of an attack,
but an aggressive forward defence will identify the make up
of formations.
Manage resources carefully. Track the Response Levels and
figure how many raids you are likely to face. Over-reaction
can penalise you. Develop a plan; don’t scramble squadrons
randomly. Each should be launched with a specific job in
mind.
Try to intercept before the Luftwaffe bombs. The RAF needs
to challenge every raid if playing the raid matching rules.
Squadrons at distant airfields need to be scrambled early
if they are to reach the fight. Squadrons near to the targets
need to be scrambled early to get enough height. Decide what
mix you need and scramble as quickly as possible.
Most squadron combats will result in a pancake, so maximise
their potential with attacks from height (4-6 Angels is best)
and use the sun where possible. When the Luftwaffe raids
deeper targets, use the extra time to concentrate forces.
Avoiding Freie Jagd raids allows you to mass against the
bombers, but they can still sting with strafing attacks. Strafing
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Freie Jagd are dangerous and are a good reason to orbit
squadrons over sector stations where units are rearming.

small raids greatly complicate the fighter allocation problem
for the RAF but are much less robust if intercepted.

Well-escorted raids will need repeated interceptions to get
through to the bombers. Wear the escorts down. Never give
up, as it only needs one squadron to evade the escorts and
punish a bomber formation.

Study the weather en route to and over the target and use
it to your advantage. Try to ensure the bomber routes pass
over landmarks to aid navigation. (The River Thames is a
wonderful route for navigating to the heart of London.)

Attack top cover only if tactical conditions are favourable
(i.e., up-sun and there are enough squadrons to go for the
bombers later). Lead with Spitfires to draw the sting of the
escort.

Freie Jagd can turn the game. When they are effective, they
can break up the RAF before they reach the bomber raids.
However, if the RAF can bypass them then raids can be
overwhelmed. Consider paying the VP penalty and taking
a Channel patrol Gruppe as extra Freie Jagd if short on
fighters.

Orbits and patrols are useful for point defence and getting
multiple chances to tally during Luftwaffe movement, but can
easily be taken down by roaming Freie Jagd, so vector them
out of the way of fighter sweeps if necessary.
Don’t forget that Heavy Ack-Ack can aid tallying.
Wings are useful against well-escorted raids, but can be
unwieldy. If wings are needed, plan in advance so you have
pairs of squadrons ready to take off together. If possible,
pair Spitfire and Hurricane units so the Spits can fend off
the escort. The Duxford Wing deployed as a Balbo can
be devastating but is cumbersome and fragile. Plan its use
carefully.
Beware of Jabos in the later scenarios. They look like Freie
Jagd but give the Luftwaffe player useful VPs if the RAF is not
alert. Erpro 210 is always a worry when in Gruppe strength.
LUFTWAFFE PLAYER
The random chit picks make the Luftwaffe job a challenge.
Your game is in your plan. Time spent planning is often
rewarded, though nothing can salvage a bad plan. Simple
plans are more likely to work but are more easily countered.
Complex plans will almost certainly go wrong at some point,
so anticipate this and ride with it.
To win, the Luftwaffe must bomb well and score more kills
than losses. The first priority is to prevent the bombers being
disrupted before they attack.
When planning, look at the maximum VPs your bombers
can achieve and compare to the score you need to win. This
will give you an idea of how many VPs you can afford to
lose through losses, bombing from high altitude, and using
Channel patrols as Freie Jagd or withdrawal escort.
Pushing the RAF over their Response Limits can swing the
game. Unexpected late game threats to quiet sectors can put
the RAF in the position of being forced to scramble or risk
squadrons being caught on the ground. Consider holding
back raids to make a second wave.
Keep the RAF off balance by making it difficult for him to
discern your attack plan. The odder raid chit combinations
can work this to your advantage. Use surprise, deception and
bluff in your plan. Envisage how your plan will look to the
RAF player, and what response he is likely to make.

Place Freie Jagd to cover likely approach routes, generally
staying as close to the bombers as allowed. Make them
unpredictable. Flying low at slow speed can make them look
like bomber threats but allow high RAF squadrons to bypass
them easily.
Orbits can be useful, particularly over a bomber target, but
once set up are easily identified by the RAF and avoided.
However, orbits are useful when put in towards the end of a
route to allow the fighters to hang around.
Try to have your fighter sweeps pass through target hexes just
ahead of the bombers to take down any orbiting squadrons.
Have Freie Jagd routes pass over airfields or balloons so they
can strafe if not engaged and pick up odd VPs. Don’t use
Freie Jagd as a ‘screen’ ahead of the bombers; this makes
them predictable and the RAF can avoid them.
Ensure your fighter routes allow for at least 2 turns of combat
endurance use. Be careful of fighters going off in pursuit and
combat. You must know when they have to pancake due to
endurance. Fighters lost on recovery are kills and give the
RAF victory points.
Unless there is a good reason not to, try for every tally you can.
Any active RAF squadron engaged is one less that can have a
go at the bombers. Make tallying wings and Balbos a priority,
as you might take out several squadrons in one combat.
Don’t get sucked into long pursuits with enemy squadrons.
Drop pursuit if you can’t catch an enemy.
Any substantial bomber force should have close escort and
top cover.
Big raids on deep targets will generally need to fight through
with heavy escort, but try and wrong-foot the RAF as much as
possible and use Freie Jagd to disrupt the RAF response.
BOTH PLAYERS
Managing the air battle is difficult because of the number
of unpredictable elements beyond your control. Games will
tend to become more chaotic as play progresses. A raid plan
or tactic that works well one day can fail miserably the next as
circumstances change.

Have a scheme for using dummy form ups: either deploy
them to be credible threats or consider not using your full
allocation so that real form ups look like dummies.
Big raids will almost always be detected but are more easily
protected with escorts. Small raids might look like threats
or Freie Jagd depending on how detection performs. Many
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E X A M P L E S O F P L AY
The following are extended examples of play illustrating the
game mechanics at work.

Form Up
Prior to play, in the Luftwaffe Planning Phase, the Luftwaffe
player is plotting a raid, designated Hostile 03, on Hornchurch
airfield. The bomber force consists of Do17s of I KG76. The
close escort is supplied by Me110s of II ZG26 and the top
cover by Me109s of II JG54.
Hostile 03 is plotted to form up at Calais (hex 1640) at 11:10
AM, with the bomber Gruppe and close escort at Angels 14
and the top cover at Angels 18. After filling out the log sheet
for the raid, the Luftwaffe player calculates the recovery time
of the fighters.

in the Form Up Phase of the 11:00 AM game turn. Note the
form up counter is placed based on the final form up time
rather than the original time.

Luftwaffe Movement Phase
It is the Luftwaffe Movement Phase of the 11:45 AM game
turn. The bomber raid Hostile 03, is approaching its target
Kenley, with Hostile 05, a Freie Jagd raid, in support. The
RAF player does not know the raid targets, so 79 Sqn. patrols
Biggin Hill sector airfield, while 54, 610 and 616 Squadrons
have vectored into the vicinity. In the previous game turn
Hostile 05 managed to tally 54 Sqn. and is in pursuit.

The Me110s of II ZG26 have an endurance of 40 game turns
(3 hours 20 minutes); but the form up point at Calais is 12
hexes from the Gruppe’s airfield at Crécy-en-Ponthieu (hex
0441), so that subtracts 3 game turns (15 minutes) from
the endurance. Checking the Luftwaffe Endurance Table
the Gruppe’s form up altitude of Angels 14 subtracts an
additional 2 turns (10 minutes). II ZG26’s final endurance
value is 35 game turns, or 2 hours 55 minutes. Added to the
form up time this gives a recovery time of 2:05 PM.
The Me109s of II JG54 have 20 game turns (1 hour 40
minutes) of endurance. Their airfield, Hermelinghen
(hex 1341), is 3 hexes from the form up point, so there
is no penalty for distance, while 3 turns (15 minutes) are
subtracted for the form up altitude of Angels 18. This makes
for a final endurance of 17 game turns (1 hour 25 minutes)
and a recovery time of 12:35 PM.

ILLUSTRATION: The situation at the beginning of the
11:45 AM Luftwaffe Movement Phase. Status counters have been
pulled out to show the altitudes and strengths of units.

ILLUSTRATION: II ZG26 is 12 hexes from the form up hex;
II JG54 is 3 hexes.
These form-up times do not consider the recovery point. If
the recovery point is in the same hex as the form up point, the
Me110s recovery time would be reduced by a further 3 game
turns to 1:50 PM. The Me109s would not be penalized.
Now the raid has been plotted, the Luftwaffe player secretly
rolls for form up. The weather over France is Fine but the
player must add +1 to the roll because the lowest unit in the
raid is at Angels 14. He rolls two dice, scoring a 9 which is
modified to 10. The result is a Late 2.
The raid now forms up 2 turns (10 minutes late) at 11:20 AM.
However, the recovery times of the fighters do not change. For
the Me109s this means their fuel reserve has been squeezed
by ten minutes due to the late form up.
Because the raid is launched from Luftflotte 2, when the
game is played a form up counter will be placed on the map

Hostile 03’s plot on the planning map will take it to Kenley
via hexes 1925 and 1924. When it arrives at the sector airfield
it will bomb it.
The Luftwaffe player can choose the order in which he moves.
Hostile 05 is in pursuit and it can move in this phase or in the
Pursuit Phase. The Luftwaffe player decides to move it in the
current phase before the bombing raid. Hostile 05 is moved
on the most direct route toward its target, 54 Sqn. This takes
it through hexes 2026 and 1926 before finishing movement
in the target hex 1925, where it can attack.
However, 1925 is in the orbit zone of 79 Squadron, which
must make a tally attempt. The tally takes place before
Hostile 05 can make its attack against 54 Squadron. The
tallying squadron and target are on the boundary of Kenley
and Biggin Hill weather zones. In Kenley the weather is Fine
and in Biggin there is patchy cloud at Angels 6. As the tally
is clearly happening well above the cloud the weather is
treated as Fine. The target is detected and one hex from 79
Squadron, which is in command. The Air Picture counter is
currently in the ‘Degraded’ box.
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The RAF player draws a detection card and cross-references
the ‘Fine’ row with the ‘Dg’ column. Card 47 gives a result of
4. As this is greater than the distance, the raid is tallied.

The Luftwaffe player must now reveal the contents of the
raid. He shows the following:

The RAF player can see a single undisrupted fighter Gruppe
at Angels 20. This is slightly lower than the height the raid was
detected at (Angels 22). In addition to revealing the contents
of the raid stack, the Luftwaffe player must discard the 20+
Strength counter from raid Hostile 05. The altitude counter
must also be adjusted to show the correct height of the raid.
79 Sqn. is at Angels 14, so it is not eligible to attack the
Luftwaffe fighters because it is too low. What’s more, because
the fighters are 6 Angels above, the Squadron can decline to
pursue, hoping to catch a more easily intercepted enemy. The
RAF player takes this option. No Tally Ho! counter is placed
and the squadron stays in orbit.
Normally, the failure of an orbiting unit to tally or attack
would permit the moving Freie Jagd to tally the orbiting unit
back. But as the Gruppe has already tallied 54 Sqn. it cannot
attempt this. It is locked into an attack on its existing target.
As its movement has finished, the Luftwaffe Gruppe now
attacks 54 Squadron. A Combat counter is placed in hex 1925
and the counters on each side are laid out as follows:
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Now a combat is resolved. Both sides total up their combat
strengths. The Me109 Gruppe, I JG26, has a combat strength
of 7. 54 Squadron has a combat strength of 6. It has no
Vic status, so this is NOT modified down. Subtracting the
defender from the attacker strength the final attack column is
+1. Both the Luftwaffe and RAF players roll on the +1 column
of the Attacker and Defender Combat Results Tables. They
add +2 to each of their rolls because of the bounce.
The Luftwaffe player rolls a 8 modified to 10. This gives a
result of 2/-1. The RAF player rolls a 4 modified to 6, a 1/+0.
The RAF loses two Spitfires for one Me109. The Luftwaffe
player gains 2 VP for the Spitfires but loses 1.5 VP for the
Me109. The VP marker is adjusted a net 0.5 VP upward.
Now both units roll for cohesion. The RAF player rolls a 5, with
the -1 modifier from the Luftwaffe player’s combat result that
makes a result of 4, or 2 disruption levels. As the maximum
disruption for a squadron-sized unit is 1, only 1 disruption is
applied to 54 Squadron. The Luftwaffe player rolls a 6 with no
modifiers for I JG26. The result, 1 disruption level, is applied.
Finally, as this is the first combat for both units, a cross is put
through their ammo boxes on the log sheets.

ILLUSTRATION: The 54 Sqn. log after the combat.
Now that combat is complete the post-combat procedure is
followed. First, 54 Sqn. is now at maximum disruption and
must pancake. Second, I JG26 has the option to pancake
if the Luftwaffe player wishes; he declines. As there are no
opposing units without pancake orders, there is no dogfight.
Thirdly, the Gruppe has the opportunity to drop its tally on
54 Sqn. and remove its Tally Ho! counter from the map. The
Luftwaffe player decides that he has knocked the squadron
out of the fight and has no further reason to pursue it, so he
drops the tally. At the end of combat the units look like this:

The map now looks like this:
There is only one unit in the target stack so the Luftwaffe
player attacks it. As the Gruppe occupies the same hex and is
four Angels higher, it can claim ‘up sun’ benefits.
The Luftwaffe player rolls for interception. 54 Sqn is
undisrupted and its status is ‘HF’—no Green or Vic status
applies. The modifiers that apply to the intercept are +1
for up sun and +1 for the 4 Angels altitude advantage. A 9
is rolled on the dice, modified to 11. The fighter Gruppe
bounces the RAF squadron. Now the Gruppe is moved to the
target’s altitude at Angels 16 and both units are flipped over
and revealed as:
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Now that Hostile 05 has completed its movement, it is the turn
of the bombing raid Hostile 03 to move. Its plotted course
will take it through hexes 1925 and 1924 before finishing
movement on 2023, where it will bomb Kenley airfield. All
three of these hexes are in the orbit zone of 79 Sqn.
The first hex it moves to is 1925. It ignores the RAF and Freie
Jagd units in the hex. 79 Sqn. attempts to tally and the RAF
player draws Card 38.

Cross-referencing Fine weather with the ‘Dg’ column results
in a bomber icon. The RAF player hopefully asks if the raid
contains two or more bomber Gruppen. The Luftwaffe says it
doesn’t, so the tally is a failure. As Hostile 03 contains no Freie
Jagd units, it cannot attempt to tally 79 Sqn. in return, though
the Luftwaffe player draws a card to fake a tally attempt.
The raid moves to hex 1924. The orbiting 79 Sqn. makes
another tally check. This time the Card 3 is drawn. The result
of 2 at range 1 results in a tally.

As the target is a bombing-tasked Gruppe the Luftwaffe
player must roll for reaction. The only modifier that applies
to the reaction roll is the +1 modifier for the close escort. The
Luftwaffe player rolls a 5, modified to 6. A ‘Late’ result on
the 1 Squadron column. 79 Sqn’s interception is unaffected,
though it will battle the escort after it finishes its attack.
Combat is now resolved. As 79 Sqn. is attacking a bomber,
it uses the combat column for Do17s, He111s and Ju88s. No
modifiers apply to the combat rolls.
The Luftwaffe player rolls a 6 on the Defender table for a
0/+1 result. The RAF player rolls a 7 on the Attacker table
for a 1/-1 result. III KG2 loses one aircraft, and must modify
the VP total by -2 VP (-1.5 VP for a bomber, -0.5 as it was shot
down over England). In the cohesion rolls the RAF player
rolls a 3, which even with the +1 modifier is enough to send
79 Sqn. to its maximum disruption level AND move the Air
Picture counter one space to the ‘Poor’ box. The Luftwaffe
player rolls a 7 on the Cohesion Table, which means it stays
undisrupted. The squadron crosses out its ammo box and
pancakes.
With the post-combat over the other combat—the escort’s
Late reaction against 79 Sqn.—can now be resolved. The top
cover Gruppe, II JG54, is selected and rolls for interception.
The target is now at maximum disruption.
Interception roll modifier is +1 for being 4 Angels above (the
up sun modifier cannot be claimed as the Gruppe is not Freie
Jagd). A roll of 5, increased to 6 on the Maximum column
of the Interception Table, results in a Stragglers intercept.
Because the interception is by an escort it does not move to
the point of intercept but maintains its altitude. The units are
now revealed:

The Luftwaffe player reveals the following units in the Hostile
03 stack:

The RAF player can see a bomber Gruppe, a fighter unit in
the close escort position and a disrupted fighter Gruppe in
a top cover position. He doesn’t yet know that the bombers
are Do17s, the close escort are Me110s and the top cover
Me109s.
He now decides to attack with 79 Sqn. and selects the
bomber counter as the target. The sun direction is SE and
the squadron is at the same altitude as the bomber unit so it
cannot claim up sun benefits. The point of intercept is at the
bomber’s location in hex 1924, altitude Angels 14.
The RAF player rolls to intercept the bombers. No modifiers
apply. A roll of 4 results in a normal interception. 79 Sqn. is
moved to the point of intercept in the bomber’s hex.
Both units in the combat are revealed. The bomber is III KG2,
a Do17 unit:

II JG54’s combat strength is reduced to 6 by disruption.
Disruption also reduces 79 Sqn’s strength to 4, though the
vic modifier that normally applies does not affect this combat
because of the disruption. The combat will use the +2 column
of the Combat Results Tables and it will also apply the +2
bounce bonus because the escort is attacking stragglers.
Both players roll for combat. The Luftwaffe player rolls an
11, modified to 13, for a 4/-3 result. The RAF player rolls a 9,
modified to 11, for a 0/+0. Because it is a straggler combat, the
4 combat result against the Hurricane squadron is reduced to
2 (earning 2 VP) and no cohesion check is rolled. However,
the attacker must roll cohesion. The +2 cohesion modifier for
the straggler combat is added to -2 because II JG54 had been
in combat earlier in the game (where it had gained its first
disruption level) and is therefore in a low ammo state. A 6 is
rolled, to apply a second disruption level to the top cover.
At the end of the combat 79 Sqn. remains pancaked, so there
is no dogfight.
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The Luftwaffe player glances at raid Hostile 03 on the raid
display and can see it now looks like this:

Leaving 79 Sqn. behind, raid Hostile 03 continues its
movement, moving its third MP to hex 2023 where it will
bomb Kenley aerodrome. However, the raid must first roll for
navigation in the target hex. The weather in the hex is Fine
and the hex counts as containing a landmark, which gives a
+1 modifier. The Luftwaffe player is unlucky and rolls a 3,
modified to 4. The raid is Lost. As this is the target hex the
player must roll one die again to see if the raid diverts to its
alternate target. The second die roll is a 1 so it doesn’t divert
and instead bombs the hex (presumably bombing a likelylooking target near the airfield).
It is a level bombing attack from Angels 14. The bombers
are raid matched so that column modifier does not count.
However, the +2 Lost modifier DOES count. Referring to the
+2 column the Luftwaffe player sees he scores 7 VP for the
attack.
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Wing Combat
In the RAF Combat Phase the Duxford Wing, led by 242 Sqn,
attempts to intercept raid Hostile 02. It is attacking from an
adjacent hex that is not up-sun.

After placing a Combat counter in hex 2529 the attacking and
target stacks are laid out, face down. Then the RAF player
selects the target he will attack.

Next, the Luftwaffe player rolls for damage to the airfield. The
-3 Lost modifiers make damage to the sector control room
impossible. He fails to roll the 6 needed to reduce airfield
capacity (with the -3 modifier that would have reduced it by
1). There are no RAF units on the ground at Kenley so no roll
is made for damage to squadrons.
The Luftwaffe Movement Phase is now complete. The RAF
player has the option to place red arrow track markers in the
hexes occupied by raids Hostile 03 and 05 but elects not to as
he suspects both raids are about to radically change course.
The map at the end of the movement phase looks like this:

ILLUSTRATION: The four squadrons of the Duxford Wing are
lining up against the five Gruppen of raid Hostile 02. The two
Gruppen of JG52 act as top cover while I ZG26 is close escort.
The RAF player has elected to attack a bomber Gruppe, II KG3.
At this point the players can see only the reverse of each other’s
counters. The counters outlined with dashes are the front sides,
which only the owning players can see.

ILLUSTRATION: Raid Hostile 03 has reached and bombed
Kenley. 79 and 54 Squadrons are both pancaking. 610 and 616
Squadrons are both in good positions to tally and attack Hostile
03, though they are too late to affect the bombing.

The interception roll gets the altitude modifier but not the
up-sun modifier. The roll produces a Bounce and the wing is
moved to the point of intercept at hex 2529, Angels 16.
Because the wing is attacking a bomber Gruppe, the Luftwaffe
player rolls for escort reaction on the 3+ squadrons column of
the Escort Reaction Table. The raid receives a +1 modifier to
the roll for the close escort. A roll of 7, modified to 8, results
in a Fend Off 2 and the Luftwaffe player is free to select any
escort unit.
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The RAF player must break two squadrons out of the wing to
fend off the escort. He selects the two Spitfire squadrons for
the task and assigns leadership of the new wing to 19 Sqn.
These will be attacked by the escort.
The remainder of the wing, 242 and 310 Sqns, will continue
to attack their bomber target. The Luftwaffe player takes the
option to attack the two squadrons as a Late result.
So there will be three combats: the first will be the wing
comprising 242 and 310 Sqns against the bombers. The
second will be the escort attack on the Fend Off wing of
Spitfires. The third will be the Late attack by the escort on the
wing attacking the bombers.

In spite of altitude modifiers, the Gruppe achieves only
a regular intercept result. In the subsequent combat the
Gruppe’s strength of 7 plays the squadron’s 5 for a roll on the
+2 column of the Combat Results Tables. Neither side gets
any casualties, while 310 Sqn. is disrupted and has to pancake.
II JG52 is not disrupted but is now low on ammo.

Freie Jagd Course Correction
It is the Luftwaffe Movement Phase of the 3:30 PM game
turn. In the previous turns a Gruppe of Freie Jagd Me109s
broke out from raid Hostile 07 to pursue 79 Squadron. They
attacked the RAF unit, which pancaked. The Me109 Gruppe
took a disruption level but did not pancake and, figuring that
79 Sqn. was out of the fight, elected to lose its tally and return
to its original course. Meanwhile, Hostile 07 continues on its
plotted course.

First off, 242 and 310 pile into their target bomber Gruppe.
They are attacking as a wing. The subsequent combat is rolled
on the Do17 column with +3 modifiers for the bounce and
the wing attack.
The result is two Do17s shot down and one disruption level
on the bomber Gruppe. There’s one Hurricane casualty
which the RAF player assigns to 310 Sqn. The RAF cohesion
rolls are a mixed bag, with 242 Sqn. pancaking while 310 is
not disrupted. Both squadrons are now on low ammo.
310 has the option of making another attack in this Combat
Phase, but before it can do this the remaining escort combats
have to be resolved.
Now the escort must attack the fend off wing.

The Luftwaffe assigns the top cover Gruppe I JG52 to the
attack. The escort gets altitude modifiers, but a poor roll
results in a regular interception. In the combat the Me109s
have a strength of 7 against the 6 for the wing leader (19 Sqn.)
plus 1 for the additional squadron and less 1 for defending in
vics. The combat takes place on the +1 column of the Combat
Results Table. Both sides lose one aircraft apiece. The Gruppe
loses one disruption level while 616 Sqn. pancakes due to
disruption. 19 Sqn. does not pancake, however, and so the
escort and squadron become locked in a dogfight.

ILLUSTRATION: The situation after Hostile 07 has moved. The
Freie Jagd raid is at Angels 20 and its plotted course is marked
by the heavy dotted line. The broken out Me109 Gruppe is raid
Hostile 12 in hex 1823 at Angels 16. It has finished with 79 Sqn.
and will pursue no further, having voluntarily lost its tally at the
end of the previous combat.
Hostile 12 must now try to rejoin its plotted course (which
was the course of the original Hostile 07). The Luftwaffe
player may also, if he wishes, set a new plotted altitude for the
separated raid. He decides to set hex 2124 as the target hex
and Angels 20 as the new plotted altitude. An order counter
is placed in hex 2124.
The Luftwaffe player now has a couple of movement options:
First, Hostile 12 could climb at maximum rate, expending 2
MP to climb 4 Angels and the remaining 2 MP to move to hex
2023.
Second, it could expend 1 MP to climb 2 Angels and move 3
hexes into 2124. The Luftwaffe player chooses this option and
the raid returns to the plotted line of its course.

Now the Luftwaffe player rolls for the Late escort attack.
He assigns the non-dogfighting Me109 top cover Gruppe, II
JG52, to the attack. As the wing is now broken up, due to 242
Sqn’s pancake order, he has a choice of two squadron targets.
Wisely, he first chooses the squadron that is still in the fight:
the Czechs of 310 Squadron.

On the following 3:35 PM game turn the Freie Jagd moves
another 3 hexes along its course and climbs another 2 Angels
to its plotted altitude. The Luftwaffe player moves Hostile 07
3 MP along its plotted course. The two raids will both cruise
along the same course a few hexes apart.
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Dive Bombing
Raid Hostile 06 is approaching Biggin Hill airfield during the
9:55 AM game turn. The raid comprises a Gruppe of Ju87
Stukas at Angels 14 and their Me109 top cover at Angels 18.
The weather is fine at all altitudes.
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Green status, 616 shoots down three Ju87s and inflicts one
disruption level.
The Late battle between the escort and 616 Sqn. is inconclusive
and results only in one disruption level to each unit.
The Ju87s now dive bomb the airfield. The only column
modifiers are for dive bombing and disruption, resulting in a
final +1 column. The attack scores 9 VP.
Now that the Gruppe has bombed, it is marked with a dive
bombing counter. The Luftwaffe player makes a cohesion
roll for the dive bombers and achieves an additional level
of disruption. A 2-level disruption counter is placed on the
Stuka unit.

Battle of Britain Notes
RAF SQUADRON FORMATION
ILLUSTRATION: Raid Hostile 06 nears Biggin. II StG1 is
plotted to dive bomb the airfield while II JG26 provides cover. The
airfield defences comprise Heavy and Light Ack-Ack as well as an
orbiting Spitfire squadron
On its first Movement Point of the Luftwaffe Movement
Phase, Hostile 06 enters Biggin’s hex, 2024. The Heavy AckAck in the hex attacks the raid before the orbiting squadron
gets to do anything. The RAF player rolls a 7 on the HAA
column, which has no effect on the raid, but an Ack-Ack
Barrage counter is placed in the hex.
Now 616 Squadron can attempt to tally the raid. Despite
the Ack-Ack Barrage adding one to the card result, a poor
detection card draw results in a failed tally.
Next the Ju87s make a navigation roll, which reveals they
are on course, before they make their dive bombing attack.
On their second Movement Point they dive from Angels 14
to 2. Their top cover is also plotted to drop to Angels 6 so
as to maintain their 4 Angels separation. On completion of
the diving MP, the RAF player’s Ack-Ack gets another chance
to fire. Because there is both LAA and HAA in the hex, the
Luftwaffe player has to admit that his lowest unit in the raid is
within the range of the LAA.
A roll of 9 on the LAA column of the Ack-Ack Table results
in the loss of one aircraft and a cohesion check with a +2
modifier. As the lowest unit, the Stuka Gruppe suffers the
loss, while the cohesion roll has no effect.
Now 616 Sqn. gets to try and tally the raid again. It still gets
the assistance of the Ack-Ack Barrage and this time tallies
successfully and announces an attack. With the sun from the
SE, 616 Sqn. cannot claim up-sun modifiers. It is penalized
-1 to its interception roll because of the 14 Angels altitude
difference, and cannot claim the dive bombing modifier as
the dive bombing counter is not applied until AFTER the
Gruppe drops its bombs. (The Green modifier does not
apply, as it counts only if the target is Green.)
However, 616 Squadron rolls an interception and is moved
to Angels 2 in hex 2024. Before it can intercept the bomber
Gruppe’s escort attempts to react, but a poor roll results in
a Late reaction. In the subsequent combat, in spite of its

This illustration shows an
RAF squadron in a tight
early-war formation, comprising four sections of vics.
Attempts were made to
improve the formation. The
vic was widened by another
wingspan or so, so that
wingmen could spend less
effort on station-keeping.
Two of the rear aircraft, and
sometimes a whole section,
was split out to weave
above and behind the
squadron, keeping an eye
out for enemies. However,
this was only a marginal
improvement that left the
‘weavers’ vulnerable.
A better solution was 74 Squadron’s three sections
of four aircraft, in which the sections flew in a loose,
line-astern formation. This proved more flexible and
effective.
LUFTWAFFE SCHWARM FORMATION
The illustration below shows two Me109 Rotten—
widely-spaced pairs—arranged into a Schwarm of four
aircraft.

The formation, shown to scale, is around 600 yards
across; compare to the scale illustration of the RAF
squadron, above. The aircraft in the Schwarm are
almost line-abreast, with the leader slightly ahead.
The generous spacing meant that wingmen could
keep a better look out for the enemy than the vic,
while both wingman and leader could watch and
more easily support their partner.
Three such Schwarme, arranged almost line abreast,
made up a full-strength Staffel.
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Raid Plotting Checklist

3.

This checklist is to help the Luftwaffe player plot his raids.
MAKE UP RAIDS
Make up the raids from the units listed on the raid chit, drawing
from the units in the designated Luftflotte.

Plot the raid route from the form up point back to
the recovery point. Freie Jagd operates independently
of bombing raids and the route should be planned
accordingly.
a. Luftflotte 2 form up points may be any coastline,
landmark, or airfield hex, or movement box in France
(except Cherbourg and Caen). Luftflotte 3 form up
points must be plotted in Caen or Cherbourg movement
boxes.

Any number of raids can be made from the units listed in a
chit, but bombing raids must contain at least one bombing unit.
Fighters may be assigned to escort the bombing raids or formed
into separate raids containing Freie Jagd units.

b. (Optional Rule) No more than seven waypoints can be
plotted in total.

PLOT RAIDS
1. Plan bombing raids.

4.

Plot an orbit point (if desired).

2.

Plan Freie Jagd raids.

5.

3.

Plan withdrawal escort.

Plot the altitude of the fighter units (all Freie Jagd units in a
raid must fly at the same altitude).
a. After strafing/balloon attacks, units return to their
recovery point at Angels 2 (4 for balloons).

PLOTTING BOMBING RAIDS
1. Note the ID of the raid counter.
2.

Plot the raid’s form up time. Plot raids to form up within 18
game turns (1h30) of the scenario start, or within 6 game
turns (0h30) if the time of day is Dusk.

3.

Plot the raid route from the form up point to the target and
back to the recovery point.
a. Luftflotte 2 form up points may be any coastline,
landmark, or airfield hex, or movement box in France
(except Cherbourg and Caen). Luftflotte 3 form up
points must be plotted in Caen or Cherbourg movement
boxes.
b. (Optional Rule) No more than two waypoints can be
plotted outbound to the target and two back to the
recovery point.
c. Plot an orbit point for Jabo raids (if desired).

4.

WITHDRAWAL ESCORT
1. If a raid is returning via the Straits of Dover or North Sea
weather zones, designate a Channel patrol unit as withdrawal
escort. The escort joins when the raid reaches the Straits of
Dover or North Sea weather zone.
a. Plot the altitude of the escort when it joins the raid.
b. Escort has expended 12 turns of endurance (1h00).
DETERMINE FIGHTER ENDURANCE
1. Prior to the form up roll, calculate the recovery time for
each fighter unit.
2.

Reduce the recovery time by the turns listed on the Luftwaffe
Endurance Table, based on the unit’s altitude at form up.

3.

Reduce the recovery time by one turn (5 mins) for each four
full hexes, or each movement box, the form up point is from
the unit’s airfield.

4.

Reduce the recovery time by one turn (5 mins) for each
four full hexes, or each movement box, the recovery point is
from the unit’s airfield.

Plot the altitude of the bombers and their close escorts.
a. Low-level raiders plan their route at Angels 0.
b. Dive bombers may dive bomb from between Angels
4 and 14 (inclusive). They receive the dive bombing
modifier only when diving from Angels 8-14.
c. Dive bombers will dive to Angels 2 during their attack
and must plan their homeward route from the target at
Angels 2. (Top cover may plot a new altitude.)

During the raid, recovery time is reduced by one turn (5 mins)
for each turn the unit engages in combat, so try to ensure
sufficient ‘reserve’ of endurance is present to allow fighter units
to recover safely.

d. Jabos may descend to their attack height prior to
reaching their target.

Fighter units in Caen may base from Cherbourg for endurance
purposes.

5.

Plot the altitudes of any top cover units (must be same
altitude or above the bombers).

Raid Movement Summary

6.

Raids may start as a single big raid and then split up into
‘sub raids’ en route. Plot these as separate raids that share
the same form up time and follow the same route part-way
to the target. Plot the hexes where the splits take place. Roll
a single form up roll for such a raid.

Freie Jagd and Jabo raids move 3 or 4 MP in their movement
phase. They move at 4 MP if they enter pursuit or pancake.

7.

Plot any withdrawal escorts. Note the IDs of the Channel
patrol units that form the withdrawal escort and the altitudes
they join the raid at.

PLOTTING FREIE JAGD RAIDS
1. Note the ID of the raid counter.
2.

Plot the raid’s form up time. Plot raids to form up within 18
game turns (1h30) of the scenario start, or within 6 game
turns (0h30) if the time of day is Dusk.

Raids containing bombers move 3 MP.

Raids must finish their movement on a hex of their plotted path.
Units may deviate from their plotted course if they are in pursuit
[12.2] or have a pancake order [10.3.4].
If a unit’s plotted altitude changes [9.2.3], it should try to be at its
new altitude by the end of its move.
A Freie Jagd raid drawn away from its plotted course must try
to return to its course. Choose any hex on the plotted course
and place an order counter on it before moving. The counter
marks the raid’s target hex [10.2.5]. On reaching the target hex
it resumes moving along its plotted course. The Freie Jagd may
set a new plotted altitude when it places its order counter. It must
spend at least 1 MP climbing or diving each movement phase
until it reaches this new altitude.
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